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CHARACTER GENERATION 
 

Characteristics – Per Book 1: The eight characteristics are the result of 2D6 die rolls when the 

character is generated – usually ranging between 2 and 16.  Digits of 10 through 16 are notated as letters 

(hexadecimal notations).  Sub-characteristics start at the same value as the main characteristic but will 

develop independently.  Die Modifiers are explained in the Task Resolution section.   
Strength – a character’s ability to apply physical force or resist inertia. 

 Jump – skill in jumping horizontally for distance or up or down (landing) vertically. 

 Climb – ability to climb ladders, ropes, fences, or hillsides. 

Dexterity – measures physical coordination, quickness, and skill in body motor functions. 

  Dodge – skill in avoiding hits from enemy weapons based on quickness. 

  Stealth – ability to avoid detection; to hide or sneak. 

Endurance – measures physical stamina. 

  Constitution – an indication of general health and ability to resist disease or poison. 

Intelligence – corresponds to I.Q.; ability to understand complex ideas. 

  Perception – skill in noticing the immediate surroundings. 

  Evasion – skill in avoiding hits from weapons based on careful observation. 

  Psionics – Level of psionics ability (leave blank unless directed by referee). 

Education – indicates the highest level of schooling attained and is used to determine a  

character’s potential knowledge of specific situations. 

  Learning – ability to learn new skills or facts. 

  Research – skill in chasing down or isolating detailed information. 

Social Standing – used to measure a character’s social class; an indication of where they fit into  

society.  Noble PCs are always second sons or daughters that have no Imperial entitlement. 

  Charisma – a measure of how people react to the character when first meeting or when  

the character is attempting to influence others.  It is the inverse of Social Standing (subtract the  

social standing number from 15 to get Charisma).  Nobles prefer to use their social standing. 

 

Human Character Generation 

1. Choose a race, profession, and create characters per rules outlined in Books 1, 4, 6, etc. 

2. Choose a home world and background history. 

3. For standard human height roll 2D6 on the following chart: 
Die Roll:   2        3         4          5           6           7            8         9        10        11        12 

Height: 5’-6”  5’-7”   5’-8”    5’-9”    5’-10”   5’-9”   6’-0”   6’-1”   6’-2”   6’-3”    6’-4” 

Height ratio: one meter = 39.37 inches or 3.28 feet; 1’ = .3048 meters. 

 

4. For weight roll 2D6: (DMs: height less than 5 = -1; greater than 9 = +1) 
Die Roll:  2         3          4          5           6           7            8         9        10       11       12 

Weight:  100     120     140      160       180       158        220     240     260     280      300 

Roll an additional D20 to get the exact weight (‘20’=0). Weight ratio: 1kg = 2.2lbs;1lb = .454kg. 

 

5. Choose the character’s sex. 

6. Age and credits are determined by the traveler system; however age is in 4 year increments.  Roll  

an additional D4 to get the exact age unless character just mustered out of service. 

7. Roll 1D6 to determine the character’s hand preference: 
Die roll:  1 2 3 4 5 6 

 Hand:  Right Right Right Right Left Ambidextrous 

 

8. Transfer the main characteristics to the Character Sheet and translate into a die modification 

(DM): 2 = -3  3-4 = -2  5-6 = -1 

  7 = 0  8-9 = +1 A-B = +2 

  C-D = +3 E = +4  F = +5  G = +6 
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9. Movement is 10” less any armor, weight carried, or wound restrictions. Add + 5 pounds for each 

Str DM point;very 5 pounds over this limit causes a –1” of movement. 

 

Low Characteristic Die Rolls - Low die rolls are the result of physical, environmental, or mental 

defects. Choose one of the following handicaps.  The player may accept the condition or roll again. 

Strength – debilitating childhood disease, amputation, myasthenia gravis (muscle fatigue) 

Dexterity – childhood disease, Guillain-Barre Syndrome (nerve damage), handicapped limb 

Endurance - childhood malnutrition, asthma, heart condition 

Intelligence – slow-witted, head injury, amnesia, delirium, possible idiot savant 

Education – lack of opportunity or a faulty/prejudiced education (ignorance) 

Social Standing – stigma involving character’s background or parentage, or location of birth 

 

Non-Player Characters NPCs 

NPC Statistics 

 When dealing with unimportant NPCs, usually only the first three stats are needed (strength, 

dexterity, and endurance), especially if there are too many characters to keep track of.  Average skill 

levels are green 0, average +1, veterans +2, elite +3.  Add +1 for leaders.   Suggested combat skills: Imp 

Navy 0 (ship +1), Army +1, Marines +2, Seals/Rangers/Commandos +3.  Average statistics: 

 
Species   Ht Wt Str Dext End Int Ed SS Move Average Skills 

Humans  5’11” 200 7 7 7 7 7 7 10”  

Vargr  5’11” 220 6 8 8 7 6 6 12”  

Aslan  6’7” 220 8 6 8 7 7 6 8”  

K’Kree  7’2” 1210 A 7 A 3 3 7 16” 

Hivers  4’11” 330 7 7 7 7 7 7 10” 

Virushi  5’10” 2k E 9 E 7 7 5 14”  

Newts  4’6” 80 3 9 3 8 9 7 14” admin-1 

Darrians  6’8” 172 6 7 6 8 9 7 9”  

Ael Yael  4’11” 100 6 7 7 7 7 7 6”/14”  

Droyne*  6’6” 132 6 8 7 7 7 7 12”  

Droyne** 4’1” 75 5 7 5 7 7 8 12” 

Chirpers  3’3” 55 4 E 4 3 3 3 18” (no tech skills) 

Zhodani  6’7” 198 6 8 6 8 6 7 12”  

*Warriors, Workers, Sports, **Drone, Techs, Leaders 

 

Wound Point Levels  --- Dazed Incap Incap      
Species    Scratch Light Mod. Severe Killed Movement 

Human/Ael Yael   1 4 7 14 21 10” 

Vargr/Hiver/Droyne**  1 3 6 13 20 10” 

Centaur/Aslan/Zhodani*  1 4 8 15 22 12” 

Newt/Droyne***   1 2 5 12 18 8” 

Virushi    1 6 12 20 30  10” 

*Note: I prefer to use Skinnies as Zhodani.  Use humans per original rules if that is desired.  **Droyne 

Workers, Sports, and Warriors.  ***Droyne Drones, Techs, and Leaders. 

 

NPC Wounds 

 When there are too many NPCs and it’s desirable to avoid any bookkeeping for them, use these 

quick, single-hit rules for damage (not cumulative).  NPCs are not affected by scratches but are dazed by 

light wounds.  Turn the miniature around to show that the figure is dazed for one combat round (2 

actions).  A dazed NPC may move (not forward) and defend itself but may not attack.  NPCs are 

incapacitated on moderate hits (no saves), and are killed after receiving a severe hit.  Wounded or 

incapacitated NCPs are laid face (or weapon) up and killed figures are laid face (or weapon) down.  Alien 

physiologies may be slightly different but the method is the same (see Wound Point Levels above).   
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TASK RESOLUTION 

DIE ROLLS 

A character’s ability to perform specific maneuvers is influenced by the skill or characteristic 

related to that function.  All maneuver rolls are made on 2D6 resolution die rolls and may be modified by 

Die Modifiers (DMs).  The target number for maneuvers and combat is 8 or higher.  Die roll results of 

unmodified ‘2’ or ‘3’ always fail; those of ‘12’ always succeed. 

 Die Modifiers – each characteristic has a die modification based on the level of expertise, i.e., 2 = 

-3; 3-4 = -2; 5-6 = -1; 7 = 0; 8-9 = +1; A-B = +2; C-D = +3; E = +4, F = +5, G = +6.  Each skill level 

serves as a DM for that skill, i.e., admin-1 = a DM of +1 to administration skill die rolls.  Both skills and 

characteristics may reach a maximum level of 6, however, no applicable DM may be higher than +4.  

Skill levels of 6 are immune to snake-eye penalties and count as an ordinary failure instead. 

Maneuvers – do not involve any active opposition, i.e. skills such as bribery, forgery, streetwise, 

vac suit stabilization, etc.  Unless noted otherwise the required number for success is 8, modified by DMs. 

Opposed Maneuvers – If a character is attacking an unwilling target subtract the attacker’s skill 

DM from 8 and add the defender’s defense DM or cover.  The final number is the minimum result that 

must be thrown on two six-sided dice for success.  For Example: Character A wants to shoot at Character 

B, who is an unwilling target (naturally).  Character A’s gun skill is +2 and Character B’s dodge skill is 

+1.  Subtract the attacker’s skill DM from 8 and add the Defender’s DM.  The player of Character A must 

roll a 7 or better (7+) to succeed.  All combat hit numbers higher than 10 are reduced to ten. 

Routine Die Rolls – the method above is used for all task die rolls except ‘routine’ die rolls, 

which only require a result of 3+ to succeed.  Because no skill is involved, no bonus or penalty can be 

applied to the result.  Routine die rolls are usually used to determine if a malfunction or some other 

condition has occurred. 

 

Penalties and Bonuses 

Penalties – whenever a snake-eyes result (‘2’) is rolled during a maneuver attempt a mishap has 

occurred.  Roll 1D6 on the chart below to find out what went wrong.  In some situations the referee will 

have to make an appropriate judgment.  For example: if a character is using a computer, it may 

malfunction on a result of snake-eyes.  Skill levels of +6 are immune to snake-eye penalties. 
 

Penalties (1D6) 

 Roll Result      

1 = trip and fall – weapons/items scatter 1D6”  

 2 = drop weapons/items or lose grip  

 3 = Weapon malfunction (blades broken/guns jammed) 

4 = Attack wildly (roll direction; blades cut self 1-2 points) 

5 = Hesitate; confused, lose rest of turn 

 6 = recover; try again 

 

Bonuses – die rolls of an unmodified ‘12’ (boxcars) confer a bonus on the character and there is a 

chance they may improve a skill (but only the particular skill used).     

Skill Improvement – Roll an additional 1D6.  If the die roll result is a ‘5’ or ‘6’ add one 

point to the skill level (0 becomes +1, +1 becomes +2, etc.). 

Characteristic Improvement – Roll an additional 1D6.  If the die roll result is a ‘5’ or ‘6’ 

add one point to the characteristic’s rating (8 becomes 9, A becomes B, etc.).  This will 

automatically change the DM at the appropriate levels.   

Extra Turn – if the player fails the roll to receive a skill or characteristic improvement the 

referee may opt to grant the character an extra action. 
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SKILLS 
 Skills are the main tools of the trade for adventurers.  They are necessary for function and 

sometimes for survival.  All the skills from Traveller Books 1, 4, 5, and 6 remain in effect except for 

minor changes and new skills listed here.  Characters attempting to perform a maneuver without any skill 

receive a -2 DM; although PCs receive skill level 0 in weapons they are not skilled in (small arms only).   
 

Animal Handling – (JTAS 19) includes control and care of hunting animals, falconry, animal riding, use 

of pack animals, animal herding, and animal care; also sometimes known as equestrian skill. 

Camping – the ability to use modern camping equipment for comfort, cooking, and survival in the wild. 

Communications (Commo) – is the skill in the use of communications devices, including the operation 

of active and passive sensors.  The electronics skill is required to maintain and repair these devices.  This 

skill may be taken in lieu of Computer skill. 

Campfire Cooking – the ability to perform campfire building, primitive open-fire cooking, meat 

butchering, fish gutting, skinning hides, and curing meat and fish. 

Hunting – (extrapolated from JTAS #19) the ability to track animals through knowledge of animal signs 

or spoor (tracks, droppings, lairs), to have some familiarity with the habits of various types of animals 

(feeding, hiding, sleeping, and attacking), and to know how to kill or trap a specific animal in the most 

efficient manner; can also be used as a pathfinding skill.  Hunting skill may also be used for photography 

and research purposes.  

Jack of all Trades (JOT) – skill in making jury-rigged (jerry-rigged) repairs to mechanical systems 

during times of stress.  The character is skilled in temporarily fixing damaged or malfunctioning items 

with by McGivering with common materials found nearby (duct tape, bailing wire, chewing gum, paper 

clips, etc.).  This is only a temporary repair skill – the broken or damaged item must be repaired for real at 

the earliest opportunity.  These items can be anything with a motor: a vehicle, generator, pump, HVAC 

system, ship’s drives, etc.  This skill can be used to qualify an individual as the engineer at skill level 0 of 

a small ship (ship’s that only require a single engineer).  But JOT cannot be improved into a permanent 

Engineering, Electronics, or Mechanical skill.  In addition to the above, JOT skill can be used to modify, 

jam, sabotage, or disable mechanical devices on a temporary basis. 

Loadmaster - this skill may be taken in lieu of either Steward or Vac Suit skill.  As a prerequisite the 

character must already have Vac Suit-1.  The character is skilled in the aspects of a ship’s Loadmaster 

position including cargo handling, fuel transfer, module transfer, and power loading equipment. 

Oiler – skill in assisting engineers with maintenance of ships drives.  This skill may be learned on the job.  

Unskilled characters are at a -2 disadvantage until they make their first advancement to Oiler-0.  

Mechanic skill can also be used in an oiler capacity. 

Prospecting - the ability to scan world and asteroid surfaces for valuable metals, ores, and gases.  This 

skill (and some experience) gives some intuition regarding likely locations for such without computers or 

scanners.  Skills that may be learned ‘on the job’ while prospecting include rigging, laser drill, and 

demolition.  Unskilled characters are at a -2 disadvantage until they make their first advancement to 

Rigging-0, Laser Drill-0, or Demolition-0.   

Scientist – is modified to be broken down into many disciplines.  If using Supplement 4 Citizens of the 

Imperium the player may choose a major science skill and a minor science skill in addition to other skills 

earned.  Figure one major skill point per term served and one minor skill point per two terms served 

(round up).  Choose any disciplines from Physical Sciences, Social Sciences, Engineering Sciences, and 

Medical Sciences.  The more specific the selection, the better; see JTAS #22 for a list. 

Survey – skill in the art and science of mapping and charting star systems and planetary surfaces; 

including location and physical characteristics of stars and their orbital bodies as well as planetary 

conditions and continental mapping.  This skill involves use of ship’s sensors and computer as well as 

survey drones that can be sent to an orbit of a planetary body and retrieved later. 

Weather – the ability to predict the approaching weather with some accuracy. 
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EQUIPMENT 
 Equipment may be purchased by the PCs during play.  Base prices are listed here.  To determine the actual 

price compare the tech level of the desired item with the TL of the current planet.  If the TL of the item is higher add 

10% to the list price for each level higher; if the TL is lower subtract 5% for each level lower.  To determine 

availability roll 8+ (2D6) using similar DMs: +1 to 8 for each level higher than the planet and -1 for each level lower 

(‘12’ always succeeds and ‘2’ always fails).   

 
Type   TL Wt/kg Cost/Cr  Notes       

Communication Equipment 

Short Comm.  5 5 100  10km; belt mounted 

Short Comm.  7 .3 100  10km; belt mounted 

Short Comm.  12 .05 50-200  10km; wrist or ear clip 

Medium Comm.  5 10 200  30km 

Medium Comm.  7 .5 200  30km 

Medium Comm.  12 .1 50-200  30km; headband set 

Long Comm.  6 15 500  500km 

Long Comm.   7 1.5 500  500km 

Comm Relay  10 5 2000  200km; used as relay or base radio 

Ladar Comm.   13 1 5000  tight beam comm; requires line of sight or  

accurate orbital positioning 

Environmental Gear 

Atmosphere Tester 8 1.5 1000  percentages of atmo elements present (T4) 

Combo filter/resp unit 5 .35 150  for thin, tainted atmospheres; 8 hours (Bk 3) 

Environment suit  5 5 700  see armor section (Bk 3) 

Environment suit  7 7 1400  see armor section (Bk 3) 

Environment suit  10 3 2000  see armor section (Bk 3) 

Filter mask  3 .15 10  for tainted atmospheres; 1 filter 24 hours (Bk 3) 

Rebreather respirator 11 1.5 200  12 hours; cartridges Cr20  

Respirator  5 .25 100  very thin atmospheres; oxy tank 1.5hrs (Bk 3) 

Respirator oxy tanks (2) 5 5 500  6 hours; refills Cr20 (Bk 3) 

Cold Weather Clothing 1 1 200  good to -29°C; 1P armor (Bk 3/JTAS 1) 

Cold Weather Clothing 6 .5 200  good to -57°C (JTAS 1) 

Heatsuit   8 .5 300  skin tight, head-toe, extreme cold (JTAS 1) 

Coldsuit   9 .5 800  skin tight, head-toe, extreme desert climate 

Exploration Gear 

Amaze Natives Kit 12 10 200  trinkets to barter with primitive natives (T4) 

Backpack  8 2 200  (T4) 

Backpack  12 1 250  (T4) 

Canteen   5 1 50  holds 1 liter 

Emergency beacon 10 1 1000  combo comm./beacon; 3000km; 30 days 

       has a hand crank to recharge batteries 

Field Kitchen  9 10 800  stove; cooking for 10; gas cylinders .2kg 10Cr 

Flare gun  8 .6 50  flares .3kg 10Cr 

Flashlight  5 .5 10  short range 12 hours; batteries 1hr recharge (T4) 

Inertial locator  11 .3 200  tracks distance and direction traveled 

       only works on foot; can be sursat linked (T4) 

GPS   7 .2 1200  only works if ship or satellite is in orbit 

Grapnel gun  8 3.5 500  325ft vertically; gas cylinders 50Cr .5kg; 4 uses 

Grapnel gun  10 4 800  325ft vertically; winch lifts 250kg (T4) 

       replacement gas cylinders 50Cr .5kg; 4 uses 

Lantern, gas or oil 2 .5 10  6 hours of light 

Lantern, cold light 6 .25 20  3 days (72 hours) 

Lantern, electric  5 1 20  12 hours; battery 2 hour recharge 

Life locator  9 .25 1000  Infrared; 50 foot radius 

Lightstick  6 .1 1  5 hours 

Machete   4 .5 20  utility blade (as cutlass in combat) 

Magnetic compass 2 .1 10  not useful on all worlds 
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Type   TL Wt/kg Cost/Cr  Notes       

Metal detector  6 5 300  6’ depth; not useful on high metal worlds 

Mountain Climbing Kit 9 5 200  hammers, pitons, ropes, pulleys 

Purification Tablets 5 --- 20  200 tablets; purifies most water sources 

Radiation Counter 5 1 250  detects radiation; 2’ range 

Rope   6 6 80  50 yards; holds 900lbs (2000kg) 

Sleeping Bag  5 3 200  for cold temp (T4) 

Sleeping Bag  8 2 200  for freezing temp (T4) 

Sleeping Bag   11 1 200  for subfreezing temp (T4) 

Tent, Camping  3 10 30  canvas; 2-man dog tent (T4) 

Tent, Camping  11 .5/2 200/500  2-man/4-man dome (Bk3/T4) 

Tent, Pressurized  7 25 2000  2-man dome, no airlock (Bk3) 

Tent, Survival  12 15 750  non-pressurized; 3-man dome; 6 months (T4) 

Tent, Survival  12 20 2000  pressurized; solar power; air recirculator; 

       signal beacon; becomes rigid upon setup (T4) 

Water Filter Kit  7 .5 70  small pump & filter; 1 liter/15min; filter 100  

liters, replacement filters 30Cr .2kg (T4) 

Water Purifier  11 2 100  works but no fun to use (tastes bad) 

Personal and Professional Equipment 

Attaché Case  8 1 100  R1 armor (T4) 

Camera   9 .5 200-1000+ digital; more expense=more capacity (T4) 

Computer, PC  9 10 2000+  more expense=more capacity (T4) 

Computer, Notebook 9 2 3000+  more expense=more capacity  

Computer, Palm pilot 9 .5 1000+  wireless or direct circuit linkage possible (Bk3) 

Hearing Aid  11 .1 100-300  remote electronic hearing device 

Imperial ID  12 -- --  ID, electronic key, and credit card (JTAS 24) 

Multiscanner  11 .8 3000  belt pack and hand-held gun w screen (T4) 

       and touchpad; holds 4 microchips; common chips: 

     Geology chip  11 -- 300  scans for rock and mineral types 

     Botony chip  11 -- 250  scans for organic material 

     Language chip  11 -- 750  translates major race languages 

     Language chip  11 -- 700  translates 1 minor race’s language 

     Archaeology chip 11 -- 525  surveys and records surface of a dig site; has the 

       capacity to observe subsoil to 2 meters depth 

     Meteorlogy chip 11 -- 475  studies and calculates the weather 

     Survey chip  11 -- 350  surveys an area for construction 

     Perimeter watch chip 11 -- 400  comes with a swivel tripod & battery 

     Atmo Tester chip 11 -- 250  analyzes atmospheric conditions 

     LI chip  11 -- 275  locates life forms within 50’ 

     Inertial Locator chip 11 -- 325  tracks distance and direction traveled 

       only works on foot; can be sursat linked 

Psionic Shield  8 1 4000  shield against psionic powers (Bk 3) 

Compscreen  11 .1 2000  comp-active plastic sheet; as remote monitor 

SurSat   11 50 100K  small research satellite; volume .02 tons (T4) 

Waldobot  12 20kg 2000  can carry 10kg; -2DM to use manipulators (T4) 

Wrist watch  4 -- 25-1000  price determines quality 

Survival Gear 

Survival Kit  8 60 4000  floats; usually kept in lifeboats (Dbl Adv 4) 

       each kit contains the following: 

     4-filter/respirator units   4 resealable 4-liter water bags 

     500 water purification tablets  30 man-days of concentrated food bars 

     1 auto carbine with 3-20 round clips 30 chemical lightsticks (30 hours duration) 

     1 flare gun (10 flares)   1 pressurized survival tent 

     1 first aid kit    1 small axe 

     1-50 meter rope   4 disposable cold weather suits 

     1 survival manual 
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Type   TL Wt/kg Cost/Cr  Notes       

Tool Sets 

Arc welding kit  4 50 1500  welding unit, leads, and rods (generator) (T4) 

Archaeology kit  6 1 225  digsite tools; hammers, chisels, brushes 

Carpentry kit  2 25 300  saw, planer, nailgun, glue, clamps (Bk3/T4) 

Chain saw  6 8 500  saw and gas can (Bk3) 

Chain Saw  8 4 1000  with rechargeable battery pack; 3 hours 

Laser Sawsall  10 3 3000  with rechargeable battery pack; 4 hours 

Compressor  6 30 500  gas powered (T4) 

Compressor  8 20 500  electrical powered (T4) 

Compressor  10 15 500  rechargable, battery powered; 6 hours (T4) 

Cutting Torch  5 30 500  torch and oxy/acetylene tanks (T4) 

Cutting Torch  8 20 500  torch and oxy/acetylene tanks (T4) 

Disguise Kit  7/9 5 1000  temporary change of appearance (Bk3/T4) 

Electronics Kit  7 5 2000  basic electronic assembly and repair (Bk3) 

Entry Cutter  10 20 10,000  adjusts to depth of metal to .3 of a meter; gas  

cylinder refills 10Cr; 20ft/min thru 1/4” steel 

Excavating Tools  3 20 200  picks shovels etc.; for 4 people (T4) 

Field Lab Kit  11 12 2500  Lab tools and supplies, 4’x2’x1’ 

Generator, gas or oil 6 25 1200  24 hours (T4) 

Generator, fusion  12 24 5000  12 months 

Hand Scanner  9 1.5 1200  metals, radiation, & atmo tester; range 1m 

Iris Valve Opener  10 10 2000  unlocked doors; electric motor power unit (T4) 

Laser Cutter  10 8.5 1200  used by construction workers and miners (T4) 

Lock Pick Kit  4 .1 10-100  picks mechanical locks (Bk3) 

Locksmith Kit  5 .3 10xTL  key-maker, pick kit, lockmaking tools 

Locksmith Kit  11 1 2000  electronic security bypass kit 

Mechanical Kit  5 20 1000  basic mechanics tools (Bk3) 

Metalwork Kit  4 50 1500  cutting, grinding, and drilling tools (Bk3) 

Plastic Explosives 6 1 Cr100  8D explosion 

TDX Explosives  9 3 Cr1000  1 meter high horizontal 8D explosion (JTAS 1) 

Vision Aids 

Binoculars  5 .3 100  standard binoculars; range 1 mile (T4) 

Binoculars  9 1 500  standard binoculars; range 5 miles (T4) 

Binoculars  11 .6 500  electronically enhanced; range 10 miles (T4) 

IR Goggles  6 .15 500  see heat sources in dark 

LI Goggles  7 .15 500  light intensification; see in near darkness 

Night Glasses  9 -- 500  laser and ultraviolet protection; 

       provide sight in nearly total darkness 

Night Glasses  10 -- 1000  as above; includes heads-up display (HUD) 

Water gear 

Swim Gear  3 .5 200  mask and fins (JTAS 2) 

Artificial gill  8 4 4000  unlimited time underwater (Bk 3) 

Diving Gear  3 2 200  wet suit, fins, face mask (Bk 3) 

Compressor  5 12 300  refills compressed air tanks (JTAS 2) 

Underwater Tanks (2) 5 5 800  6 hours; refills Cr20 (Bk 3/JTAS 2) 

Other Equipment  

This Book: Armor p10, Artillery p17, Battledress p19, First Aid p21, Weapons p12, Vacuum p22, Vehicles p14. 

Starship Operation Book: Hospital p24, Cargo Loaders p19, Ship Repair Tools p21-22, Starship Parts 32-33. 
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COMBAT 

 All combat rolls require a 2D6 result of 8+ modified by DMs 

 

Surprise (Book 1) 

To determine which side gains surprise roll 1D6 and add the leader’s Tactics or Recon skill.  If 

one side is three points higher than the other it has achieved surprise; otherwise, both sides see each other 

at the same time.  The side which has surprise may attack first or may elect to take cover and avoid being 

detected.  If neither side has surprise the higher die roll will go first; but if both sides have the same result 

they will take actions simultaneously. 
DMs: Leader’s Tactical &/or Recon skill  Eight or more characters -1 

 Military experience +1   Ten or more animals -1 

 In a vehicle -1    Pouncer animals +1 

Random Encounter Range - Roll 2D6 and add the applicable DM (from Book 1): 

Dice Range   Terrain DMs  Terrain  DMs     

2- =  Close (4”)  Clear, road  +3 Swamp, Bog, Marsh -4 

3-4 =  Short (12”)  Prairie, Plain, Steppes +3 Desert, Dunes, Sand Sea +4 

5 =  Medium (24”)  Rough, Hills, Foothills +2 Maritime Surface  +2 

6 =  Short (12”)  Broken, Highlands +2 Maritime Subsurface -1 

7 =  Medium (24”)  Mountain, Alpine  +3 Arctic   +2 

8-9 =  Medium (24”)  Forest, Woods  -1 City   -4 

10-11 =  Long (36”)  Jungle, rainforest  -2 Building Interior, Cave -5 

12+ =  Very Long (48”)  River, Stream, Creek +1  

 

Initiative 

After the initial turn roll 2D6 + Dexterity DM for each character on both sides to determine in 

which order they will attack, beginning with the highest, until all that qualify have taken an action.  After 

that they will continue in that order, but in larger battles sides will alternate taking turns. 

 Actions - Characters receive one action per combat round; they may shoot, melee attack, half-

move and melee attack, move and shoot, reload, or just move, etc; plus various other actions. 

 Draw Weapon/Change Settings – 1 action, or can be done while moving without penalty. 

 Reactions – characters may perform a free defensive reaction any time in a combat round, as 

many times as needed.  Available reactions are dodge, parry, evade, take cover, resist taking cover, and 

resist incapacitation.  Reaction DMs are added to the attacker’s hit number. 

  Dodge – (Dexterity) can be used against any form of attack, brawling, blade, or ranged. 

  Parry – (Weapon or Brawling skill) can be used against a brawling or blade attack. 

  Evade – (Intelligence) is used against all forms of attack. 

 Take Cover – (Dexterity) all PCs and NPCs that are fired at and missed will run to the 

nearest cover or go prone and they will lose taking any action for 1 round.  Those wishing to 

remain in place must make an Endurance roll to resist the urge to avoid being hit. 

 Resist Taking Cover/Retreat – (Endurance) roll 8+ to remain in place. 

 Resist Incapacitation – (Endurance) roll 8+ to remain conscious. 

 

Combat 

Brawling Combat – Brawling is combat with blunt weapons: fists, feet, bludgeons, blackjacks, 

night sticks, chairs, etc.  Brawlers may move and attack without penalty. 

Brawling Attacks – use the attacker’s Brawling skill DM versus the opponent’s reaction; all 

successful attacks cause opponents to make a balance check.  Punching does 1D + Strength concussion 

damage and kicking inflicts 1D+2+Strength damage and causes balance checks for both combatants.   

 Balance Checks – brawling attacks cause characters to make a Dexterity 8+ roll; failure indicates 

the character falls prone (1 round to stand up); SE causes an additional 1D concussion damage. 

Throwing Items – throwing items may be done at a -2 DM up to 2D6” using a character’s 

Dexterity.  Items can be beer mugs (1D), chairs (2D), etc.  Heavier items such as tables (3D) are thrown 

1D6” will require a Strength DM instead.   
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Charging – characters may move half their move distance (round down) and attack. 

Concussion Damage – Brawling hits and blunt weapons inflict damage the same as weapon 

combat but this damage is halved, i.e., 6 points of damage equals only 3 (round down).  The strength DM 

is added to brawling damage, whether advantageous or not.  Cudgels include clubs, bats, rocks, rifle and 

pistol butts, blackjacks, nightsticks, and brass knuckles, chairs, beer mugs, etc. (2D concussion damage).  

An intact bottle constitutes a cudgel but a broken bottle becomes a knife.  Concussion damage ignores 

flex armor. 

Blade Combat – is done similar to Brawling except that blades cause full damage.   

Charging – characters may move half their move distance (round down) and attack. 

 Throwing Blades – may be done at a -2 DM to hit.  However, there is no penalty for weapons that 

are meant for it; i.e., throwing knives, spears, javelins, etc. 

 Ranged Combat – involves all weapons used at a distance, guns, bows and arrows, javelins, etc. 

 Ranges and DMs – ranges are 12” bands: short, medium, long, and very long.  Characters firing 

weapons at close range <4”, and rifles <12” receive a -2 to the hit number.  Cover DMs are listed below. 
Cover DMs 

Soft cover (smoke bushes) +1 to hit# 1/2 hard cover (doorway or half wall) +2 to hit# 

3/4 hard cover (window, firing slit, or chest high wall) +3 to hit# 

Add target’s Dodge/Evade skill DM Target kneeling +2 to hit#; prone +3 to hit# 

Firing one range further +2 to hit#   Close range (<4”) -2 to hit# (rifles <12”) 

Rifle Scopes – Characters using rifle scopes at long or very long ranges receive a +2DM to hit (-2 

to hit#) and those with electronic scopes receive a +3 (-3 to hit#).  Scopes add one range band to the 

weapon’s capability, but weapons with scopes cannot be used at short or medium range. 

 Moving Shot – shooting while moving gives a +2 to the hit#; making a half-move (round down) 

to fire is without penalty. 

 Snapshot – shooting out of initiative sequence gives a +2 to the hit#. 

 Longshot – firing one range further than effective range adds +2 to the hit#. 

Shotguns – Shotguns can shoot slugs at a single target causing 4D damage up to medium range.  

Shotguns firing pellets give the firer a +1 to hit, inflict 4D damage at short range, and 3D damage at 

medium range.  Sawed-off shotguns give a +2 to hit and cause 4D damage, short range only. 

Automatic Weapons – have several options: 

Burst Fire – automatic weapons can fire multiple bursts of 3 or 4 shots per pull of the 

trigger.  This adds 1D damage to the single-shot firing rate (except for SMGs & MGs). 

Spray Fire – firing at least 10 shots in a burst at a single target adds 2D damage to the 

single-shot damage rate, or normal damage to all targets within a 2” radius.  Use the Radius Hits 

rule to determine hits (page 18); no weapon skill is involved and no skill DM is applied. 

Panic Fire – firing at least 20 shots in a burst at a single target adds 3D damage to the 

single-shot damage rate, or normal damage to all targets within a 3” radius.  Use the Radius Hits 

rule to determine hits (page 18); no weapon skill is involved and no skill DM is applied. 

Reloading – Weapons with clips take one round to reload.  Weapons that require inserting 

individual bullets can be reloaded at the rate of 2 bullets per round.  Bolt action weapons take one round 

to eject the old shell and insert a new one.  See the weapons list for specifics. 

Hand Grenades – Characters use Dexterity skill to throw hand grenades, which can only be 

thrown at targets that are at Medium range (12-24”).  All grenade attacks are resolved using the Firing 

Artillery and Radius Hits procedures (page 18).   

 Morale Checks – Groups that take hits, including PCs, must make morale checks at the end of 

the combat round.  Roll 2D6 and add the group commander’s Leader skill. 
Morale Check DMs     Morale Check Results 

 +1 if the unit is an experienced combat unit.   6+ = Morale is fine. 

+DM for Leader’s Leadership skill.    5 = Go prone. 

+2 elite combat unit.     3-4 = Fall back one movement distance 

-1 for each man incap or killed (squads of 1-12 men).  2 = Retreat two movement distances 

-1 for each 2 men incap or killed (sections of 12-24 men). 1- = Panic three movements back (leave wounded 

-1 receiving Heavy Weapons/Artillery fire.    and equipment) 
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Armor 
Each type of armor has different qualifications versus different types of weapons, melee, 

firearms, and lasers.  Melee involves bladed weapons, but bows and arrows use the firearms stats.  Most 

armor gives a negative DM that affects both Movement and Dexterity (for initiative purposes only).  

Note: flex and point armor does not reduce concussion damage.  Those with rigid armor do not take 

concussion damage but must still make a balance check.  Composite armor is a cheaper form of combat 

armor.  Armor falls into three categories: point, rigid, and flexible.   

Point Armor - reduces damage by hit points only, not dice.  Roll damage and subtract the armor 

points from the result. 

Flex Armor – flex armor reduces damage dice by its factor number, i.e., cloth armor will reduce a 

hit by two dice so a weapon that normally does 3 dice damage would do only 1 die; but the character still 

receives one point of damage for every die deflected (in this case 1D+2) (T4).   

Rigid Armor – deflects whole dice as described without any additional damage (T4).  

Reflec –As described in Book 1, Reflec and Ablat are usually found as coatings on other types of 

armor but only work against laser weapons and give no additional protection against ballistic or explosive 

weapons; no other armor types can be compounded.  Some armor includes reflec.  

Armor Penetration – weapons equal to, or less than the flex or rigid armor rating still have a 

chance to penetrate the armor and cause some damage.  Roll 1D6: if the weapon damage and armor rating 

are equal roll 4+, if the weapon is 1 less roll 5+, 2 less roll 6+.  Results equal or greater than the stated 

number penetrate the armor and do 1D6 damage. 

 
Armor              Melee Firearm Laser 

Area Type  TL      Factor Factor Factor Cost Move Dext Perc Notes 

Ancient Vests/Breastplates 

Jack/Leather 1 3P 0 0 25 -1 -1  0 (Bk1) 

Brigandine 1 1F 1F 0 50 -1 -1 0 

Chain mail 1 3F 0 +1D 150 -2 -1 0 

Breastplate 1 3R 1R +2D 500 -2 -1 0 

Modern Vests/Breastplates 

Flak Jacket 5 1F 1F 0 100 -1 -1 0 (Bk1) 

Ballistic Cloth 6 2F 2F 1F 200 -1 -1 0 (Bk1) 

Kevlar  7 2R 2R 1R 500 -2 -2 0 

Kevlar  11 2R 2R 3R 3000 -2 -2 0 

Diplo  11 3F 3F 2F 5000 -1 0 0 (T4) 

Diplo  13 3F 3F 3R 7000 -1 0 0 

Helmets Steel (pot) 3 2R 1R 0 20 0 0 -1 

Kevlar (pot) 7 2R 2R 1R 50 0 0 -1 

Kevlar (pot) 11 2R 2R 3R 1200 -2 -2 0 

Rigid (full) 10 2R 2R 1R 1000 0 0 IR vision (T4) 

Rigid (full) 12 2R 2R 3R 2000 0 0 night, and IR vision (T4) 

Coating Reflec  10 0 0 +2R 1500 0 0 0 (Bk1) 

Ablat  9 0 0 +1R 75 0 0 0 2 hits only (Bk1) 

Full suit Ballistic Cloth 6 2F 2F 1F 300 -2 -2 0 

Env suit (civ) 5 1F 1F 0 700 -2 -1 0    atmo protective (Bk3) 

Env suit (civ) 7 1F 1F 0 1400 -1 -1 0    atmo protective (Bk3) 

Combat env. suit 10 2F 2F 1F 1000 -2 -1 0    atmo protective (Bk4) 

Chameleon env. Suit 12 2F 2F 1F 1100 -2 -1 0    atmo protective (Bk4) 

Composite Armor 10 3R 2R 2R 10k -3 -2 0    atmo protective 

Combat Armor 11 3R 3R 3R 20k -3 -2 +1  *grav move (Bks 1&4) 

Chameleon Armor 12 3R 3R 3R 25k -3 -2 +1  *grav move (Bks 1&4) 

Chameleon Armor 14 3R 3R 3R 35k -3 -2 +1  *grav move (Bks 1&4) 

*these DMs do not apply in space; 0-G movement is 6”/round. 
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Camouflage 

Characters and NPCs may attempt to avoid detection.  Recon skill is used to spot them.  TL12 

may be worn by Imperial Marines and TL14 may be worn by elite Recon Platoons (Books 1 & 4).  

Chameleon suits are illegal for civilian or corporate use.  The required die rolls below assume that the 

target is attempting to remain unseen.  Movement must be reduced to half (round down), including half-

moves with attacks.  These numbers also assume guards are vigilant.  Add one point to these numbers if 

the target is crawling (1/4 movement, round down).  All targets using normal movement are automatically 

seen.  Storms add 1 point to unaided visual detection. 

 

Clothing  Daytime Night  IR  Motion Detectors 

Plain Clothes  7+  8+  7+  6+ 

Camouflage  8+  9+  7+  6+ 

Chameleon TL12 9+  11+  10+  11+ 

Chameleon TL14 10+  12+  11+  12+ 

 

Wounds 
Hits – most shots will hit the target in the torso; double-numbered hits (2-4s, 2-5s, etc.) indicate 

the target was hit in a limb (1/2 damage, round down); boxcar results mean that the target was hit in the 

head and damage is doubled (points not dice).  If the target has hard cover, die rolls of ‘11’ and ‘12’ hit 

the head.  This makes vest armor the most practical form of protection, since it has the best cover with the 

least negative DMs.  Partial armor (vests & helmets) give no protection against explosions or fire.   

Wound Effects – wounds are cumulative and cause deterioration by a negative DM.  These DMs 

are applied to all skill die rolls and movement.  The negative movement DM may be corrected with the 

help of another individual.  Unconscious or incapacitated characters can be carried by another at 1/2 

movement; 2 helpers at full movement.  Wound levels are different for different species (see page 2).   

1-3 points = no effect. 

4-6 points = -1 DM and dazed 1 round (if not the current one then the following one); the 

character may defend and move (not towards the enemy), but may not attack. 

7-13 points = -2 DM and incapacitated for 1D6 minutes; there are six rounds in a minute. 

14-20 points = -4 DM and unconsciousness for 2D6 minutes.   

21+ points = a cumulative hit level of 21+ points causes the character to die of shock and 

blood loss in 1D6 rounds; a single hit of 21+ points causes instant death.   

 

First Aid 
First Aid is applied in the field by a Medic-1+ (EMT) at the scene of the injury or as soon as 

possible.  For success roll 2D6 plus Medical skill; failure=time lost, try again; SE=patient goes into shock 

(+1D6 damage points); BC=patient treated in half the time (penalties and bonuses have no effect on 

scratches).  See the Wound First Aid Treatment chart below.  Also, see the Medical Section in the 

Starship Operation module for medical procedures beyond First Aid. 

Scratches – normally require a disinfectant and a bandage; treatment time: 1D3 rounds. 

Light Wounds – usually require cleaning, antiseptic, and a gauze (or foam) bandage; treatment 

time: 1D3 +3 rounds. 

Moderate Wounds – require cleaning, antiseptic, and a gauze (or foam) bandage, an injection to 

slow bleeding and metabolism, a pain killer, and treatment for shock; treatment time: 1D6 minutes.   

Severe Wounds – require cleaning, antiseptic, a gauze (or foam) bandage, an injection to slow 

bleeding and metabolism, a pain killer, an IV, and treatment for shock; treatment time: 1D6x3 minutes.   

Stasis Bag – severely and mortally wounded characters can be placed in a stasis bag for 

temporary homeostasis.  Roll 2D 8+ (DM: First Aid skill); time = 1D3+3 rounds.  The patient will be 

stabilized for 6+1D6 hours.  The patient must be transferred to surgery or a low berth as soon s possible.  

Used bags are discarded or can be replenished by a Medic-2+ character at a cost of Cr1000 per each 

cleaning. 
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Wound Deterioration – patients must receive First Aid quickly or their wounds will become 

worse.  The Wound Deterioration chart below shows the time limitation for each classification of wound.  

Add the patient’s Constitution as a DM to the saving roll.  Success means that the patient’s wounds do not 

deteriorate.  Failure indicates that the patient receives the stated damage points.  Snake-eyes doubles the 

damage received.  If boxcars is thrown (moderate and severe wounds only) the wound is less severe than 

originally believed (by 1D6 points).  Repeat the deterioration rolls once per interval to determine if the 

wounds worsen until First Aid is administered.  Severe wounds require surgery; if they receive First Aid 

but no further treatment, continue to test once per hour.  Surgery procedures are discussed in the Starship 

Operation module. 

 
Wound First Aid Treatment: (2D6 +First aid skill)  Wound Deterioration: (if no first aid, End. skill) 

Status Cause        Treatment Time Required  Status  Delay +Damage Req# 

Scratch 1-3 points 6+  1D3 rounds  Light  30 min 1-2  7+ 

Light 4-6 points 7+  1D3+3 rounds  Moderate 15 min 1D6  8+ 

Mod 7-13 points 8+  1D6 minutes  Severe  5 min 1D6  9+ 

Severe 14-20 points 9+  1D6x3 minutes  SE=double damage; BC = 1D6 points less (moderate  

Stasis Bag  8+ 1D3+3 rounds  & severe).  Repeat test at intervals until treated. 

Failure=time lost; SE=shock +1D; BC=time halved.   

 

First Aid Equipment Medic-1 skill; some equipment requires Computer-1 skill; various sources 

Type   TL Wt/kg Cost/Cr  Notes        

Body Bag  6 1 250  for containing dead bodies; requires refrigeration 

Body Bag  8 2 500  as above but does not need refrigeration 

Foam Bandage  10 ½ liter 75  5 uses, cleans, disinfects, and forms a protective  

shell for 48-72 hours (Medic-1) 

Dart Kit   9 5 1200  sedation drugs and adjustable dosage darts,  

underslung attachment to any rifle; used by biologists 

when examining or treating non-sentient life forms; 

medium range 

Dart Gun  8 5 450  as above, but fires only darts 

Inoculator  8 .5 750  general purpose inoculation device utilizing  

disposable capsules containing the medication or a 

painkiller  

Medic Kit  5 2 100  10 uses, contains fold-out splints, bandages, &  

Antiseptics, painkillers. Treats gunshot wounds, 

animal bites, burns and contains splints, bandages 

Medic Kit  7 3 600  as above; also treats radiation exposure, chemical  

burns, poisoning, drug overdoses; splints, bandages, 

drugs & ointments to treat minor aliments 

Medic Kit  9 5 1000  as above, with a datalink to transmit info to a doctor  

on a ship, battalion med station, or MASH unit. 

Medic Kit  11 10 5000  as above, with a diagnostic computer; can be linked  

to a scanner; can be datalinked to ship or med station 

Medic Scanner  11 .2 1000  hand-held scanner, shows internal view of wound;  

can be linked to a computer or datalinked to a station; 

       can be used by a Medic-1/Computer-1 

Medic Scanner  10 1 1500  100mm x 175mm x 20mm; w sling; has sensor wand 

with microcomputer and datalink (Med-1/Comp-1) 

Stasis Bag  12 2 4000  rolls up 50cm x 30cm diam, with carry strap; comptr  

monitors life signs; reconditioning Cr1000 (Starfist) 

Stretcher  5 2 250  fold-out aluminum stretcher; accommodates one  

patient; can be carried by two or four people 

Stretcher/gurney  7 4 1200  collapses to ground level for patient pickup; legs  

extend for wheeled transport by one or two people 

Stretcher/grav  10 3 2200  grav powered stretcher carries one patient about one  

meter off the ground; can be pushed by one person 
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WEAPON LIST 

 The weapons list below shows the characteristics of each type of weapon.  Each weapon is listed by name 

with the tech level at which it was introduced (in parenthesis); ‘damage’ is the number of damage dice rolled; 

‘range’ shows the effective range at which no range penalties or bonuses apply, ‘parry’ is a DM to parry with that 

weapon; ‘shots’ is the number of shots in a magazine/quiver; ‘burst’ is the number of bullets fired with one pull of 

the trigger; ‘reload’ is the number of rounds required to reload per each bullet or magazine; ‘wt/kg’ is the weapon 

weight in kilograms; “a.wt.’ is the number of kilograms in weight for ammo per each or per magazine; ‘cost’ is the 

weapon cost in credits; ‘a.cost’ is the cost of ammo per each bullet or per magazine; and ‘Str’ or ‘Dext’ indicates the 

minimum Strength or Dexterity requirement before negative DMs apply to a character when using that weapon (-2).  

Carbines are one range less, one strength/dexterity requirement less, 1Kg less weight, and 90% of rifle cost.  Blade 

and archery weapons at high-tech levels (TL9+) can be energy weapons (electro-weapons) that do +1D damage and 

cost is increased tenfold. 

 

Natural Weapons (all close range; armor equals creature rating) 

Weapon   Damage Burst Notes    

Hands/Fists  1 1 concussion damage 

Kick   1+2 1 concussion damage 

Claws   1 1 

Teeth   2 1 

Horns   2 1  

Hooves   2 1 concussion damage 

Stinger   3 1 

Thrasher   2 1 concussion damage 

Primitive Melee Weapons (all close range; armor equals 1/2 damage factor, .5=3pts) 

Weapon (TL)  Damage Parry Wt/kg Cost Str Notes     

Pocketknife 1-4” blade 1 0 .1 5 3  

Throwing knife 3-6” blade 1 0 .25 50 4 (Dexterity instead of Strength) 

Cudgels   2 0 1 10 5 concussion damage; includes all clubs/bats 

Quarter Staff (1)  2 +2 1 10 5 concussion damage 

Dagger 6-12” blade (1)  2 0 .35 50 4  (includes TL 5 combat and hunting knives) 

Bayonet (3)  2 +1 .25 10 4 

Foil (3)   1 +1 .5 100 5 

Cutlass/Short Sword (3) 2 +1 1.25 100 7 

Sword/Axe (1)  2 +1 1 300 6 

War hammer/Mace (1) 2 +1 1 250 6 too strong for concussion damage 

2-hand Sword/Axe (2) 4 0 2 350 8 includes 2-handed war hammers 

Spear (0)  2 +1 2 10 5 

Halberd/Pike (2)  3 -3 2.5 75 9 

Primitive Ranged Weapons (Armor factor equals 1/2 damage factor, .5=3pts) 

Weapon (TL)  Damage Range Shots Burst Reload  Wt/kg A.Wt.  Cost A.cost Str 

Rock (thrown)  1 S -- 1 1 .25 -- -- -- 4 

Sling (1)   2 S -- 1 1 -- .1 1 -- 6 

Short Bow (1)  2 S 20 1 1 .5 .1 15 15 5  

Composite Bow (1) 2 M 20 1 1 1 .3 100 20 7 

Longbow (1)  3 L 20 1 1 1 .3 30 20 7 

Light Crossbow (1) 2 M 20 1 2 3 .1 45 20 4 

Heavy Crossbow (1) 3 M 20 1 3 9 .1 65 20 8 

Matchlock Musket (2) 3 M 15 1 4 9 .3 100 12 6 

Flintlock Pistol (3) 2 S 15 1 2 .9 .3 40 8 6 

Flintlock musket (3) 2 M 15 1 4 6 .3 60 8 6 

Percussion Pistol (4)  2 S 6 1 4 1.25 .2 150 8 6 

Percussion Rifle (4) 3 L 40 1 4 6 6 100 10 6 

Bolt/lever-action Rifle (5) 3 L 8 1 1 6 .5 100 10 5 

Shotgun (slugs/pellets) (5) 4/4-3 M 2 1 1 3.75 .75 150 10 4 

Sub-Machine Gun (5) 3 S 30 3 1 2.5 .5 500 20 6 

Machine Gun (5)  4 L 100 4 1/0 6 2.5 1200 120 7 
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Civilian Firearms (All weapons including shotguns are semi-automatic or automatic; armor factor 2R) 

Weapon (TL)  Damage Range Shots Burst  Reload Wt/kg A.Wt.  Cost A.cost Dext 

Body Pistol (7)  2 S 6 1 1 .25 .05 500 20 8 

Revolver (4)  3 S 6 1 1 .75 .1 150 5 7 

Magnum Revolver (10) 4 S 6 1 1 1.5 .2 450 6 Str9 

Semi-auto Pistol (4) 3 S 12 1 1 .8 .15 300 7 7 

Automatic Pistol (5) 3 S 12 1/4 1 .9 .25 200 10 7 

Hunting Rifle (5)  3 L 6 1 1 4 .3 200 20 6 

Big Game Rifle (5) 5 L 2 1 1 6 .5 500 30 8 

Semi-auto Rifle (5) 3 L 8 1 1 4 .3 350 10 6  

Automatic Rifle (6) 3 M 20 1/4 1 5 .5 1000 20 7 

Shotgun (slugs/pellets) (5) 4/4-3 M 10 1 1 3.75 .75 150 10 4 

Shotgun (sawed-off) (5) 4 S 5 1 1 3 .75 200 10 3 

Sub-Machine Gun (5) 4 S 30 3 1 2.5 .5 500 20 6 

Military Firearms (armor factor 3R)  

Weapon (TL)  Damage Range Shots Burst  Reload Wt/kg A.Wt. Cost A.cost Dext 

Gauss Pistol (12)  4 S 15 1/4 1 .65 .2 600 20 7 

Snub Pistol (8)  4 S 6 1 3 .25 .3 150 10 7 

Accelerator Rifle (9) 3 M 15 1/3 1 2.5 .5 900 25 6 

Assault Rifle (7)  3 L 30 1/4 1 4 .33 300 20 5 

Sniper Rifle (5)  3 VL 6 1 1 4 .5 200 20 6 

Light Assault Gun (8) 5 VL 5 1 1 4 .5 600 20 Str9 

Adv. Combat Rifle (10) 3 L 20/30 1/4 1 3.5 .5.4 1000 15 6 

Gauss Rifle (12)  4 L 40 1/4 1 3.5 2.5 1500 30 7 

Hand Grenade (5) 5 M(only) 1 1 1 -- .3 50 -- 7 

Underslung G/L (7) 6 M 4 1 1 3 .6 250 12 (+1) 

Laser Pistol (10)  4 M -- 1 -- 3 -- 1500 -- 6 

Laser Pistol (12) clip 4 M 20 1 1 2 3 2200 -- 7 

Laser Rifle (10)  5 VL -- 1 -- 6 -- 3500 -- 8 

Laser Rifle (12) clip 5 VL 20 1 1 9 5 6500 -- 9 

Power Pack v. sm (10) -- -- 12 -- 2hrs -- 1 -- 600 6 

Power Pack small  (9) -- -- 25 -- 4hrs -- 2 -- 800 6 

Power Pack med (9) -- -- 50 -- 6hrs -- 3 -- 1000 7 

Power Pack large (8) -- -- 100 -- 8hrs -- 4 -- 1500 8 

L. Pistol Power clip (12) -- -- 10 -- 2hrs -- -- -- 1000 5 

L. Rifle Power clip (12) -- -- 20 -- 2hrs -- -- -- 1600 5 

Heavy Weapons (Armor factor 4R) 
Weapon (TL)  Damage Range Shots Burst Reload Wt/kg A.Wt. Cost A.cost Dext 

LMG (6)*^+  5 VL 100 10 3/0 5.5 2.5 1200 120 7 

HMG (7)**^+  6 VL 100 10 3/0 7.5 3 2000 200 -- 

Flamethrower (6)  10 M 5 1 -- 3 4 500 750 8 

Rocket Assisted Rifle (10) 5 VL 20/40 1 1 3 .5/1 1800 35/70 Str9 

Grenade Launcher (7) 6 M 6 1 1 3 .6 200 12 7 

RAM Gr. Launcher (8) 8 M-L 3 1 1 4 1.4 400 50 7 

Light Mortar (6)^ ++ 8 L -- 1 1 20 4 300 20 -- 

Auto Gren Lnchr (8)++ 7 M-L 16 1 3 -- -- 1400 85 -- 

Auto Canon (8)**+ 7 M-VL 200 10 4/0 -- -- 10k 2500 -- 

VRF Gauss Gun (10)**+ 9 VL 3K 10 1hr 20 25 200k 200 -- 

RAM G. Launcher (8)*++ 8 M-L 3 1 3/1 4 1.4 400 50 8 

PGMP12 (12)*  6 VL 40 1 4hrs 6 3 10k 25k 8 

PGMP13 (13)**++ 7 VL 50 1 6hrs 9 7k 65k 50k 7 

PGMP14 (14)**++ 8 VL 50 1 6hrs 9 1.6 300k 250k 8 

FGMP14 (14)**++ 9 VL 50 1 8hrs 1 9 100k 65k 7 

FGMP15 (15)**++ 10 VL 50 1 8hrs 1 2 400k 300k 8 

*man portable, tripod or vehicle mount; **fixed mount, vehicle mount, or battledress; ‘+’ = +1D damage for 

double bursts; ^crew: 2, gunner and loader; ++burst radius. 
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Vehicles 

Normally vehicles are operated in a role-playing mode.  This is done similar to space travel but 

some types of vehicles are handled differently.  There are six different categories of vehicles: wheeled, 

tracked, hovercraft, grav, watercraft, aircraft, and submersibles.  Upon receipt of Vehicle  or “Air Raft” or 

“ATV” skill a player must choose one of these categories in which to have skill. 

Vehicle Start-up –vehicle start-up requires an 8+ skill roll.  Success has the vehicle running 

smoothly.  Failure means a slight malfunction has occurred (a scratch result).  Snake-eyes indicates a 

breakdown equal to light damage.  See the Vehicle Damage and Vehicle Repairs sections below. 

Vehicle Operation – operating a vehicle requires a periodic 8+ skill roll.  Success means the 

driver has control.  Failure means the driver must make an 8+ adjustment.  On a snake-eyes result the 

driver has lost control and must recover 8+.  If the recovery roll is failed the vehicle hits something and 

receives light damage; two snake-eyes in a row equals a crash with moderate damage.   

Grav/Air Speeder Vehicle Operation – The driver lifts-off (8+) and makes periodic 8+ die rolls 

for maneuvering the vehicle.  Failed die rolls are as above but the vehicle also begins to descend and the 

driver must make a recovery roll 8+.  A snake-eyes result indicates that the vehicle has gone into an 

unexpected dive.  The driver must make an 8+ recovery roll or crash with moderate damage.  Landing the 

vehicle is also an 8+ die roll.  Failure means the vehicle crashes with a scratch damage result and snake-

eyes is a light damage result.  See the Vehicle Damage and Vehicle Repairs sections below. 

Ramming – vehicles cause their armor rating x 1 point/30kph speed, i.e., a car going 60kph would 

do 4D damage.  A light APC would do 12D damage. 

Vehicle Chases – If desired, roll once on the Encounter Range Chart to determine at what 

distance apart the vehicles start the chase.  Use a role-playing mode to depict the progress made by either 

side during the chase.  Each combat round, both sides make a 2D6 die roll adding Driving skill.  Add or 

subtract a DM for speed differential if one vehicle is slightly faster or slower than the other.  The highest 

die roll gets one range closer to the other vehicle if chasing, or further away if being chased.  Use range 

distances to determine how far the vehicles are apart (close, short, medium, long, and very long).  Use 

these ranges also for firing purposes when characters are shooting at the other vehicle.  If the vehicles 

become separated by more than very long range, the vehicle being chased gets away. 

 

Vehicle Combat 

Roll for Distance and Tactics as in personal combat.  Each vehicle is treated as a squad.   

Vehicle Combat Movement – vehicles move very fast with good road conditions.  But most battle 

fields are cluttered with debris and rough terrain and poor visibility so vehicles tend to move slower.  All 

game board movement is reduced to 24” for each vehicle.  In addition, movement is halved when starting, 

stopping or turning around.  Obstacles on the game board affect the rate at which vehicles move over 

them.  Light barriers reduce speed by 6”, moderate by 12”, and difficult by 18”. 

Vehicle Weapons – Vehicles can mount heavy weapons or artillery depending on their size and 

may fire while moving.  Use of Heavy Weapons or Field Artillery skills is required to fire these weapons.  

Use the rules for those weapons.  The hit number depends on the target: character 10+, vehicle 9+, large 

vehicle or building 8+. 

Defensive Cover – vehicles use the same defensive cover DMs as characters do. 

Vehicle Damage – direct hits on a vehicle give full damage, radius hits give 1/2 damage.  Damage 

on vehicles and artillery is resolved the same as small arms (subtract vehicle armor from damage dice).  

Disabled vehicles will be abandoned by the crews.  Crews and passengers must make a saving roll or be 

hit by same damage that vehicle took (roll for each person).  Damage is cumulative. 

1-3 Points (scratch) – need a new paint job  

4-6 Points (Light Damage) – movement less one quarter. 

7-13 Points (Moderate Damage) – movement halved; energy weapons at half strength, ballistic 

weapons double reloading/firing time. Crew/passenger saves 4+ (1D6), or take 2D damage. 

14-20 Points (Severe Damage) – movement stops.  All functions shut down including weapons.  

Crew/passenger saves 5+ (1D6), or take 3D damage. 
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21+ Points (Destroyed) – crew/passenger saves 6+ (1D6), or take 4D damage.  Roll 1D6: ‘1’ = vehicle 

explodes causing 6D damage to passengers and its armor rating in a damage radius (measure from the outside of the 

vehicle). 

Armor Penetration – weapons equal to, or less than the armor rating still have a chance to 

penetrate the armor and cause some damage.  Use the Armor Penetration rule in the Armor Section. 

 

Vehicle Repairs (Mechanical and Electronics skills) 
 Scratches – mechanical skill 5+; 1D6 x10 minutes. 

 Light Damage – mechanical skill 7+; 2D6 hours 

 Moderate Damage – mechanical skill 8+, electronics skill 7+; 1D6 days 

 Severe Damage – mechanical skill 9+, electronics skill 8+; 2D6 days 

 Destroyed – forget it; sell it for scrap. 

Success = repairs accomplished in stated time; failure indicates time doubled; SE = must purchase parts; BC = 

fixed in half time. 

 
Civilian Vehicles 

Wheeled Vehicles TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

Car  5 1 5 90 360 100 10 4k 2 2 --- 

Motorcycle 5 1 1 1 450 120 50 2k .5 1 --- 

Truck  5 1-2 --- 2T 300 80 10 6k 3 2 --- 

ATV  6 1 8-16 or 8T 3000 60 50 30k 10 3 HW 

Tracked Vehicles TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

Car  5 1 5 45 600 90 10 4k 2 2 --- 

Truck  5 1 2 2T 600 80 10 4k 2 2 --- 

ATV  6 1 8-16 or 8T 1200 50 40 30k 10 3 HW 

Hovercraft TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

Cargo Skiff 7 1 20 or 8T 10wks 30 --- 50k 10 2 --- 

Hover Car 7 1 15 125 1200 36 30 200k 8 2 --- 

Hover Truck 7 1 15 4T 1200 36 30 250k 10 2 --- 

Grav Vehicles TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

Grav Belt 12 1 --- --- 200 20 --- 100k 10 --- --- 

Grav Bike 9 1 1 25 500 100 --- 200k .5 1 --- 

Landspeeder 8 1 1 45 10wks 600 --- 1m 6 2 HW 

Air Car  8 1 1 45 5wks 300 --- 400k 7 3 LW 

Air Raft  8 1 3 1T 300 60 --- 600k 4 3 HW 

Air Truck 8 1 1 6T 10wks 600 --- 800k 6 2 --- 

Watercraft TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

Jetski  6 1 1 5 50 40 --- 2k .5 0 --- 

Hover Boat 6 3 8 or 1T 600 36 --- 60k 60 2 HW 

Motor Boat 5 3 8 10T 100 60 --- 5k 3 1 HW 

Cargo Ship 5 10 18 80T 600 30 --- 60k 60 5 LA 

Aircraft  TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

Miniplane 6 1 1 25 1000 75 --- 2k .5 0 --- 

Cub Plane 5 2 2 90 3000 120 --- 10k 4 1 --- 

Jet (small) 6 2 6 180 1800 360 --- 1m 5 1 --- 

Helicopter 6 1 3 225 360 120 --- 100k 1 1 --- 

TL = Tech Level,      Crew = standard full crew,  

Pass = # passengers that can be carried,   Cargo = # tons or kilograms in weight - not volume,  

Range = Distance in miles or time before refueling,  Speed = top speed on road kph, Off-rd = top speed off road,  

Cost = cost in credits,     Wt = vehicle weight,  

Armor = defensive value, all armor is rigid, 

Wpns = weapons that may be carried: HW = Heavy Weapons, LA = Light Artillery, MA = Medium Artillery, HA = 

heavy artillery.  Military vehicles will have at least a main weapon and a smaller heavy weapon. 

Weight:  1 pound = .453592 kg; 1kg = 2.20462 pounds;  

1 ton =.907185 metric tons ; 1 metric ton = 2204.62 pounds 

Distance: 1 kilometer = 0.62137 mile; 1 mile = 1.60935 kilometers 
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Military Vehicles 

Wheeled Vehicles TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

Armored Car 5 1 1 --- 5wks 60 20 8k 4 4 HW 

ATV  6 1 8-16 or 8T 3000 60 50 30k 10 5 HW 

Lt APC  6 2 14 1T 8wks 50 40 60k 8 5 HW 

Med APC 7 2 12 1T 6wks 40 35 70k 9 6 HW 

Hvy APC 8 2 10 1T 4wks 30 30 80k 10 7 HW/LA 

Tracked Vehicles TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

ATV  6 1 8-16 or 8T 1200 60 50 30k 10 5 HW 

Lt AFV  7 3 --- --- 1200 40 36 70k 10 6 LA 

Med AFV 7 3 --- --- 900 30 25 100k 15 7 MA 

Hvy AFV 8 3 --- --- 600 20 20 150k 20 8 HA 

Lt APC  7 2 8 1T 8wks 50 40 60k 8 5 HW 

Med APC 8 2 10 1T 6wks 40 35 70k 9 6 HW 

Hvy APC 9 2 12 1T 4wks 36 30 80k 10 7 HW/LA 

Lt MBT  9 3 --- --- 1200 40 36 70k 10 7 LA 

Med MBT 10 3 --- --- 900 30 25 100k 15 8 MA 

Hvy MBT 11 3 --- --- 600 18 20 150k 20 9 HA 

Lt SPG  9 4 --- 4T 360 36 30 70k 12 5 LA 

Med SPG 10 4 --- 5T 300 36 25 100k 14 6 MA 

Hvy SPG 11 4 --- 6T 250 24 20 150k 16 7 HA 

Hovercraft TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

Lt AFV  8 3 --- --- 1200 36 30 70k 10 6 LA 

Med AFV 8 3 --- --- 900 24 20 100k 15 7 MA 

Hvy AFV 9 3 --- --- 600 18 20 150k 20 8 HA 

Lt APC  8 2 8 1T 8wks 48 40 60k 8 5 HW 

Med APC 9 2 10 1T 6wks 42 35 70k 9 6 HW 

Hvy APC 10 2 12 1T 4wks 36 30 80k 10 7 HW/LA 

Lt MBT  10 3 --- --- 1200 36 40 70k 10 7 LA 

Med MBT 11 3 --- --- 900 24 30 100k 15 8 MA 

Hvy MBT 12 3 --- --- 600 18 20 150k 20 9 HA 

Lt SPG  10 4 --- 4T 360 36 30 70k 12 5 LA 

Med SPG 11 4 --- 5T 300 30 25 100k 14 6 MA 

Hvy SPG 12 4 --- 6T 240 24 20 150k 16 7 HA 

Grav Vehicles TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

Grav Bike 9 1 1 12 500 100 --- 200k .5 2 LW 

Hvy Grav  Bike 10 1 --- 20 500 100 --- 400k 1 3 HW 

Air Raft  8 1 3 --- 10wks 100 --- 600k 4 4 HW 

Airspeeder 9 1 1 20 5wks 1000 --- 800k 7 4 HW/MA 

Lt AFV  9 3 --- --- 1200 36 --- 300k 10 6 LA 

Med AFV 9 3 --- --- 900 24 --- 400k 15 7 MA 

Hvy AFV 10 3 --- --- 600 18 --- 500k 20 8 HA 

Lt APC  9 2 8 1T 8wks 48 --- 600k 8 5 HW 

Med APC 10 2 10 1T 6wks 42 --- 700k 9 6 HW 

Hvy APC 11 2 12 1T 4wks 36 --- 800k 10 7 HW/LA 

Lt Tank  9 3 --- --- 1200 36 --- 700k 10 7 LA 

Med Tank 10 3 --- --- 900 24 --- 1m 15 8 MA 

Hvy Tank 11 3 --- --- 600 30 --- 1.5m 20 9 HA 

Lt SPG  9 4 --- 4T 360 36 --- 700k 12 5 LA 

Med SPG 10 4 --- 5T 300 30 --- 1m 14 6 MA 

Hvy SPG 11 4 --- 6T 250 24 --- 1.5m 16 7 HA 

Watercraft TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

Patrol Ship 5 12 12 10T 600 24 --- 120k 80 7 HW/LA 

PT Boat  5 10 --- 1T 1200 48 --- 70k 40 3 HW/MA 

Aircraft  TL Crew Pass Cargo Range Speed Off-rd Cost Wt Armor Wpns 

Fighter Jet 6 1 --- 100kg 2400 480 --- 30m 6 2 HW/MA 

Helicopter 6 1 7 1T 360 120 --- 100k 1 1 HW/MA 
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ARTILLERY 
Types of Artillery 

 Howitzers – howitzers are guns that fire shells in an arc over friendly troops, which must be at 

least 12” away on the game board from either, the gun firing or the target.  They use the indirect fire 

method.   

Energy Weapons – energy weapons fire an energy beam in a direct line, and use direct fire.  The 

beams explode on impact and do a radius of damage. 

Mortars and Rockets – mortars and rockets fire in a very high arch (using indirect fire) and can 

shoot over friendly troops. They have a high enough arc to potentially hit inside enemy works. 

 

Firing Artillery 

 Firing Artillery – Artillery is fired using Field Artillery skill.  The skill DM is deducted from the 

hit# the same as in small arms combat.  The hit number when firing artillery at a character-sized target is 

10+, and 9+ for a vehicle, and 8+ for a house-sized target.  These numbers are modified by conditions 

listed on the chart below.  Designate a spot on the game board to mark the target.  Blind fire is a random 

die roll of ‘12’ (BC).  The artillerist picks a target and rolls 2D. 
 

Artillery/Grenade Hit Numbers Firing Modifiers 

Target Hit#   Cover     DM 

House 8+   Target: Incidental cover/light woods +1 

Vehicle  9+    Partial cover/medium woods +2 

Man  10+    Heavy cover/heavy woods  +3 

Blind Fire ‘12’ (BC)  Firer: Mounted on moving vehicle +1 

Stabilized targeting system -1 (TL 9+) Indirect fire   +1 

 

Scatter Distance and Direction – if the firing die roll is less than the required number, the 

difference between the actual die roll and the required number is the amount of inches by which the shot 

missed.  For example, if the required number is ‘10’ and the die roll is ‘7’ the shot landed 3” away from 

the target, roll direction.  This number is doubled, tripled, or quadrupled depending on the firing method 

used.  Type of Fire  Scatter  Scatter Direction (1D6) 

 Direct fire   x2  1 = N (straight) 4 = S 

Indirect fire  x3  2 = NE  5 = SW 

Directed fire   x2  3 = SE  6 = NW 

Blind fire   x4 

 

Forward Observer – artillery fire that is directed by a character with Forward Observer skill uses 

the F. Obs. skill rather than the firing gunner’s.   

Fire Correction – Artillerists who can see their target or have a forward observer can correct their 

fire for each consecutive shot fired at the same target.  The next shot drops one multiplier from the scatter 

distance.  That is, if the scatter was previously x2, it becomes x1 on the second shot, etc.  On consecutive 

shots after reaching x1 the firer receives a -1 to the target number to hit.  These are cumulative.  To use 

fire correction both the firer and the target must remain stationary. 

Radius Hits – exploding weapons such as grenades have a radius of destruction which is equal in 

inches to one half the weapon’s damage factor.  Direct hits cause full damage automatically but all 

personnel and small equipment (such as mortars or machine guns) which are within the radius roll 1D6 to 

see if they are hit per the chart below.  Die rolls less than the indicated number are saved.  If the target is a 

vehicle, artillery, works, or building: direct hits cause full damage, and hits within the radius cause 1/2 

damage (round down).  There are no saving rolls for equipment, vehicles, buildings, or artillery.   
 

Radius Hits (1D6)  No DMS: 

Mounted 3+    Standing 4+ 

Kneeling/incidental cover 5+  Prone/partial cover 6+ 
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Damage – subtract the armor strength of the target from the damage dice of the artillery piece. 

And roll the remaining dice.  For example, a light howitzer 10D) fires a shell at a field howitzer and hits it 

(7R), the target receives 3 dice of damage.  

Armor Penetration – use the Armor Penetration rule in the Armor Section. 

 Target Strengths – here are some of the strengths of some basic inanimate objects: 
Framed house wall 2   Regular wood door, wall or fence 3 

Vehicle or every 12” of adobe wall 4 A timber gate or w wood bridge, log house, or palisade 5 

Blockhouse wall, stone wall 1’ thick 6 Steel wall 8 

Reinforced concrete 10   Steel bridge or structure 9 

Steel bulkheads or standard ship’s hull 8 Timber and earth fortifications and entrenchments 12 

Stone and earth fortifications 14 

 

Hits on Guns 
When a gun is hit roll the attacking gun’s damage  the target gun’s armor rating.  Damage is 

cumulative.  Crew saves are 1D6 die rolls. 
Hits on Guns      

1-3 Points (scratch) – need a new paint job  

4-6 Points (light damage) – firing rate reduced by 1 round. 

7-13 Points (moderate damage) – energy weapons at half strength/ballistic ROF doubled; crew saves on 4+. 

14-20 Points (severe damage) – weapon ceases to function; crew saves on 5+ (1D6). 

21+ Points (destroyed) – roll 1D6: ‘1-2’ = weapon explodes; crew saves on 6+ (1D6). 

 Crew must make saving rolls or be hit. 

 

Typical Artillery 

Weapon   TL Damage Range Shots Burst Reload Wt/kg A.Wt. Cost A.cost 

Light Artillery (armor 5R) 

Lt. Howitzer  6 8 VL --- 1/R 1 1000 6 5k 50 

Field Howitzer  6 8 VL --- 1/R 1 1800 15 10k 75 

Light Rocket++  11 8 VL --- 1/R 1 60 5 500 30 

Weapon   TL Damage Range Shots Burst Reload Wt/kg A.Wt. Cost A.cost 

Medium Artillery (armor 6R) 

Medium Howitzer  6 9 --- --- 1/R 1 4000 40 20k 100 

Medium Mortar  7 10 --- --- 1/R 1 300 15 15k 50 

Plasma Beam A/B/C 12       9/10/11 --- --- 1/R 1 4000 --- 2m --- 

Medium Rocket  6 9 --- --- 1/R 1 1800 50 5k 50 

Weapon   TL Damage Range Shots Burst Reload Wt/kg A.Wt. Cost A.cost 

Heavy Artillery (armor 7R)  

Fusion Beam X/Y/Z 13     10/11/12 --- --- 1/R 1 4000 --- 3m --- 

Heavy Mortar  7 12 --- --- 1/2R 2 3500 100 40k 100 

Heavy Howitzer  6 12 --- --- 1/2R 2 18k 100 40k 200 

Lt. Mass Driver  11 12 --- --- 1/2R 2 18k 15 500k 35 

Heavy Rocket  6 12 --- --- 1/R 1 1800 50 5k 50 

Contact Missile  9 12 --- --- 1/R 1 1500 15 100k 5600 

Weapon   TL Damage Range Shots Burst Reload Wt/kg A.Wt. Cost A.cost 

Very Heavy Artillery (armor 8R) 

Peewee A-Bomb*++ 13 16**+ VL 1 1 --- 1 3 5k 100k 

Particle Beam Accelerator 14 13* Orbit --- 1/2R 3 4000 --- 5m --- 

Med. Mass Driver 10 14 Orbit --- 1/2R 3 30k 40 1.5m 50 

Hvy. Mass Driver  9 15 Orbit --- 1/2R 3 70k 150 4m 150 

Meson Accel.  15 ---** Orbit --- 1/2R 3 60k --- 30m --- 

Tactical Nuclear Missile 12 13* Orbit --- --- ---  

Super Heavy Artillery – described in Book 5 as spinal mount weapons.  These are usually mounted on starships 

because it is otherwise difficult (or too slow) to aim them during combat.  Some may be employed as orbital or 

planetary defense. *3D radiation damage, **Target destroyed.  ++May be mounted on Battledress. 
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BATTLEDRESS 

Battledress is a composition of arms, armor, mechanics, and electronics and is classified as a 

vehicle with a crew of one (the character inside is the vehicle operator).  Characters use their Battledress 

skill to perform all the actions they require.  There are four basic types of Battledress suits.  They are 

Battledress 1 and three types of Battledress 2: Scout, Command, and Marauder suits.  Battledress 1, 

Scout, and Command suits look similar; Marauders are larger.  Combat Armor, the earliest form of 

Battledress, was specifically designed for vacuum combat, while the other suits were intended mostly for 

combat in gravity; in fact, Battledress can be used almost anywhere.  The Scout suits are fast, moderately 

armed and armored, and jammed with sensors.  The Command suits are packed with communications and 

computer equipment.  They are moderately fast and armored, and lightly armed.  The Marauder Suits are 

the work horses; slow and heavily armed and armored.  Each type of suit is also fitted with several other 

features: fire extinguishers, exterior forward lights, recharging power couplers, tactical helmet battle 

displays, suit and operator status boards, medication injection ports, life support, vents for normal 

atmospheres, infrared vision, and magnetic shoes. 

 
Powered Armor  Tech Dead Armor  Gravity Jump Space 

Armor Type  Level Weight Factor Cost Move Move Move 

Battledress 1  13 455kg 4R 200K 10” 12” 6” 

Battledress 2 – Scout 14 544kg 5R 400K 12” 32” 12” 

Battledress 2 – Command 14 544kg 6R 500K 10” 28” 10” 

Battledress 2 – Marauder 14 907kg 7R 600K 8” 24” 8” 

 

Armament – Each BD may have two weapons, one on each arm, i.e., auto canons (10 bursts), 

PGMPs, FGPMs, light rockets, flame throwers, and (1) pee-wee A-bomb.   

 

Battledress Operations 

 Suiting Up – The suit is opened and the trooper enters and connects the sanitary equipment.  The 

process takes 15 minutes to complete but can be cut to five if the sanitary connections are ignored and 

safety checks are omitted.  Troopers cannot suit-up or de-suit by themselves therefore Navy Loadmasters 

assist them before and after a mission.  On a routine die roll of snake-eyes a malfunction has been found 

in the suit and it must be repaired.  See the vac suit malfunction section, except that BD will not tear by 

accident. 

  De-suiting – takes about ten minutes; five in an emergency.  If no one is there to help, the trooper 

may hit a button that pops the suit open.  But damage will occur to the closure mechanisms on a die roll 

of ‘1’ on 1D6, so it’s better to have a helper.   

Suit Maintenance - After each use the suits must be maintained and this is also done by the Navy 

Loadmasters although some Marine units prefer to do their own maintenance.  After all, it is their necks 

on the line.  Suit maintenance is exactly like the maintenance described for vac suits in the Loadmaster 

Section.  In addition, the suits must be re-armed and recharged.  Recharging takes 4 hours using ship or 

facility systems and 8 hours using a field generator.  Suit maintenance takes 30 minutes for each suit.  

Most troopers are cross-trained in another skill: Medical, Suit Engineer, Mechanical, Electronics, 

Armament, Forward Observer (Scouts), Leader, Tactics, etc. 

 

Battledress Movement 

 Each type of suit has a rating for movement in gravity as well as in space.   

 Walking – Walking in powered suits is done the same way as in character movement.  No die roll 

is necessary. 

 Jumping – The best way to get around a battlefield in Battledress is to jump.  The main jets have 

a limited flight capability assisted by the leg jets.  The suit will automatically respond to a jumping 

movement by kicking-in the jets and propelling a figure through the air to a new spot on the battlefield.  

The gyroscopic mechanisms help the trooper stay upright during jump.  This movement takes two actions 

to complete (one action to jump and one action to land).  The player must designate a desired landing spot 
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(within range) with a marker, and make a Battledress skill die roll of 8+.  If successful the Battledress 

figure is moved halfway to the landing marker in the first round.  Place a ‘jump’ marker beside it.  The 

Battledress figure may fire a shot at this point (using a free action).  If the jump die roll fails refer to the 

chart below.  In the following round the jumping figure moves from midpoint in the arch to the landing 

marker, at which time the figure may choose to Land, Bounce, or Gun the Jets.   

 Landing – The character desires to land on the designated spot.  If successful move the figure to 

the marker and face in any direction; see the chart below for failure consequences. 

 Bouncing – To continue on instead of landing the character must ‘bounce.’   Move the figure to 

the landing marker, choose a new landing spot (in any direction) and start the Jump process all over again.  

 Gunning the Jets – To jump again without touching the ground the character must ‘Gun the Jets.’   

 Braking – Braking is needed when a figure in mid-flight does not want to travel to landing spot. 

 Landing in Water – Figures that land in water sink to the bottom.  Gunning the jets will bring the 

figure back to the surface.  Jets provide limited movement in water – about 1 foot per second. 

 Crashing – Crashing Battledress hits the ground and rolls 2D6 inches away from the landing 

marker in the direction of the jump.  This causes the suit’s armor rating x2 in damage dice to whomever 

or whatever the crashing Battledress hits.  The occupant receives 1D6 damage points (roll location of the 

damage).  Figures crashing in water receive no damage. 
 

Battledress Maneuvers 

Maneuver Req#  Success  Less than required Snake-eyes 

Moving  na Move  na   lose turn 

Jumping  8 Jump  Roll scatter  no jump; action wasted 

Landing  8 Land safely Fall prone  crashes and rolls 2D6” (1D6 damage) 

Bouncing 8 Jump again Land anyway  crashes and rolls 2D6” (1D6 damage) 

Gunning  8 Jump from midair Land anyway  crashes and rolls 2D6” (1D6 damage) 

Braking  9 Stop at midpoint Continues on  crashes and rolls 2D6” (1D6 damage) 

 

 Travelling – When a character needs to go a long distance it will use ‘Travel’ mode (also called 

‘overdrive’) in which it can move a distance of one or two miles per jump.  Required numbers and effects 

are the same as the maneuvers above. 

 

Battledress Combat 

 Ranged Combat - Battledress figures perform combat the same way as any character or NPC.  

However, jumping gives the cap trooper a height advantage for offense and defense.  A trooper firing in 

mid-air receives -2 to the hit# as a positive DM when shooting.  Conversely, character firing at 

Battledress during jump receives a +2 as a negative DM to reflect the difficulty of firing at a moving 

target in the air. 

Armor Penetration – use armor penetration rule as described in the Armor Section. 

 Melee Combat – figures in Battledress calculate their melee strength at a rate of twice the 

occupant’s strength.  That means that the figure doubles its Brawling skill plus Strength and as a damage 

factor (for example, a figure with a Brawling-1 and a Strength-2 (total of three points) will do six dice 

damage by punching, kicking, or ramming.  It follows that Battledress can often do a great deal of 

damage to light vehicles and buildings.   

Hits – Battledress acts as a vehicle against attacks.  Hit damage dice have the armor rating 

subtracted and excess dice are applied to the suit and the occupant must make a saving roll or be hit with 

the excess damage dice.  All hit damage is cumulative.  

 

Battledress Damage     Save Trooper Damage DM  
1-3 pts – Scratch     --- 1-3 pts – Scratch  --- 

4-6 – Light, move -1/4    --- 4-6 – Light Wound -1 

7-13 – Moderate, move -1/2; wpns -1/2  4+ 7-13 – Moderate Wound -2 

14-20 – Severe, complete shutdown   5+ 14-20 – Severe Wound -4 

20+ – Destroyed (1D6: ‘1’=explode)  6+ 21+ – Severe Wound --- 
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SPECIAL ENVIRONMENT COMBAT 
 

Space Combat 

Zero Gravity Combat – (Book 4, Merc.) Zero Gravity can exist in the vacuum of space or within 

the atmosphere of a space ship (one that has air but the artificial gravity has been turned off or damaged).  

Movement and maneuvers in 0-G involve Vac Suit skill, while combat will require use of 0-G Combat 

skill, which is applied specifically to the firing of a weapon and/or the application of melee combat in 

zero gravity.  Each time combat is performed with ballistic weapons or blade weapons a 0-G Combat skill 

die roll of 8+ is required to stabilize the character for further actions in the next round.  Failure means the 

character spins uncontrollably until he rolls a 8+ again.  The required die roll for success is adjusted by 

the type of weapon used as per the chart below. 
 0-G Combat DMs: 

 Regain stabilization 8+   Ballistic weapon 0 

 Snub pistol, gauss rifle, rocket assisted rifle, or accelerator rifle -1 (to hit#). 

 Laser rifle or pistol -2 (to hit#)  Using a hand hold -3 (to hit#) 

 

 0-G Movement – Characters in 0-G can move by pushing with arms or jumping with legs against 

solid surfaces.  Only one try per game turn is allowed.  Pushing gives the character movement of 3” per 

turn, and jumping gives 6” per turn movement (30 feet in 15 seconds.  Once in motion, a character will 

continue to move in a given direction at the same rate each combat round until stopped by a solid object.  

Even an out of control character will continue moving.  Movement and direction cannot be changed 

without applying force in another direction, either from use of jet packs of from pushing off from another 

object or surface.  Characters in control may fire while moving.   

 Vacuum Combat – Vac suits are required. 

Suiting Up – normally takes 12 minutes, but this can be cut to 3 if sanitary connections and safety 

checks are not made (JTAS 9).  The suit may be removed in about 4 minutes normally or 1 minute in an 

emergency.  The wall frame that holds the suit is not necessary to don or remove the suit, but times are 

increased by 25% without it.”  In dire emergencies roll 1D6 rounds less skill with a 1 round minimum.  

Die roll failures add time to suiting up (1D6 additional minutes); and snake-eyes means a suit part has 

malfunctioned in some way (see malfunctions below).  

Vacuum Maneuvers – Vac suit maneuvers require a successful 2D6 die roll of 7+.  Failure means 

that the character has lost control and must stabilize before performing any more actions.  Stabilization 

occurs on a roll of 9+; one try per round.  Most of the malfunctions can be fixed in space by a helper, 

therefore most EVAs (extra-vehicular activities) are done in teams of two.  When snake eyes is rolled a 

vac suit emergency has occurred, roll on the chart below. 

Suit Malfunctions – Any tear in a vac suit will potentially kill the suit’s occupant in one combat 

round (15 seconds).  On a roll of 8+ a nearby friend (within 2-3m) can slap an emergency patch on the 

suit and save the occupant.  These patches are carried in an exterior pocket of the space suit.  The victim 

is helpless at this time due to the velocity of escaping air and someone else must do it.  The user pulls a 

tab and a cover comes off revealing a chemical glue that will adhere in seconds to the damaged suit.   

 
Vac Suit Emergency (1D6) Malfunction (1D6)      

1 = Tear suit   1 = Air regulator not working (mechanical  9+) 

2 = Suit malfunction  2 = Oxygen valve not working; 10+1D10 minutes left; (mech 8+) 

3 = Suit malfunction  3 = Lights broken, change broken bulb or reset fuse (electronics 5+) 

4 = Suit malfunction  4 = Radio broken; must fix in shop (electronics 9+) 

5 = Suit malfunction  5 = Heater broken; must fix in shop (electronics 7+ & mechanical 7+) 

6 = Recover; try again  6 = PLSS rack is loose (mechanical 5+) 

 

Vacuum Suit Maintenance – after each use vac suits must be cleaned before they can be reused.  

Standard prep takes thirty minutes per suit without making any repairs (8+).  Go through the check list in 

the procedures section to prep suits.  Snake-eyes will indicate that a malfunction has occurred.  Roll 1D10 

below to see which item has malfunctioned.  Vac Suit-1 skill is sufficient to repair all malfunctions on a 
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space suit.  Tears in the fabric will take at least 10 minutes per tear with a special fabric heat welder.  

Severe reconditioning for suits used in corrosive or insidious environments will take one hour per suit and 

will use 200 credits in supplies.   

Rescue Balls – (Best of JTAS 2, page 34) some crews carry ‘Rescue Balls’ which are emergency 

life rafts that inflate over the victim in seconds.  The user pulls a lanyard and the ball inflates over the 

victim, then the rescuer seals the closure (a chemical strip that welds the ball shut).  A person nearby 

(within 3” or 15 feet), has only one chance to help because of time restraints.  Roll 8+ to determine if this 

method works (9+ if attempting to save self).  Failure means that the ball did not seal properly and the 

victim dies.  Once sealed the oxygen inside will hold for five to seven hours.  Rescue balls provide the 

occupant with a window for viewing, some radiation protection (1D) and a transmitter for a clear SOS or 

GE signal.  The thin metal lining in the ball ensures that it will give a good signal on ship’s sensors. 
 

Typical Vacuum Equipment (JTAS #9) 

Equipment  Weight TL Armor* Cost Notes     

SUITS 

Light duty soft suit 2.5kg 7 1F 3,000 temp +50C to -40C; PLSS A 

Medium duty soft suit 12kg 7 2F 5,000 temp+100C to -110C; PLSS B 

Heavy duty soft suit 25kg 7 2F 7,000 temp +180F to -150C; PLSS C 

Hard torso suit  35kg 8 2R/2F* 8,000 temp +120 to -130C; PLSS C;*torso/limb armor 

Hard suit   40kg 9 2R 12,000 temp +180F to -150F; PLSS C 

Powered vac suit  25kg 13 2R 15,000 DM +4 insidious atmos; similar to CA; JTAS 17 

Thermal-Meteoroid Garment 2kg 7 -- 400 temp +160F to -130F; pull-over garment 

Rescue Ball  5kg 7 -- 150 5cm dia x 10cm length; 5-7 hours protection 

HELMETS 

Face plate type  2kg 6 -- 400 worn with cloth commo cap 

Full bubble type  2kg 6 -- 800 worn with cloth commo cap 

Early visor type  2.5kg 6 -- 700 

Standard visor type 3kg 7 -- 100 has radiation shielding matching the suit 

Cloth commo cap  .3kg 6 -- 50 has two microphones and speakers 

EVA visor assembly .7kg 7 -- 250 clamped onto full bubble helmet 

Binoculars mount  .3kg 7 -- 40 a swivel mount adaptor for binoculars 

EQUIPMENT 

Umbilical hose  5kg 6 -- 500 10m length (100m max hooked together) 

PLSS pack Type A 2kg 6 -- 3000 (Portable Life Support System Backpacks) 

two tanks; non-recycling; 6hrs; move 1” 

PLSS pack Type B 7kg 7 --- 5,000 vac move 2”; air recycling; 20 hrs duration 

PLSS pack Type C 14kg 9 --- 8,000 vac move 3”; air recycling; 40 hrs duration 

Suit Heater  3kg 8 --- 250 2-12 hours in insidious cold, JTAS 17 

Heavy Duty Heater 5kg 10 --- 450 DM+4 to duration throw (6-12 hours), JTAS 17 

Suit Air Conditioner 3kg 8 --- 200 2-12 hours in insidious heat, JTAS 17 

Heavy Duty AC unit 6kg 9 --- 375 DM+4 to duration throw (6-12 hours), JTAS 17 

Rescue Ball  5kg 7 --- 150 5cm diameter x 10cm long. JTAS 2 

Suit Patch Kit  1kg 12 --- 200 tube of gelatinous sealer; seals in 10s; H. Pass. #3 

Long Range Thruster Pack 40kg 12 --- 28,000 (hard suit)15s burn, 1G acceleration; H. Pass. #3 

Long Range Thruster Pack  38kg 12 --- 14,000 2G acceleration; 48 hours w extra food; H. Pass. #3 

Extended Life Support Sys. 18kg 12 --- 8,000 (hard suit) 48 hours; High Passage #3 

Portable Airlock  6kg 10 --- 1000 pressurizes and seals, 2-man capacity, Ch. Plague 

 

Atmospheric Combat 

Combat Environment Suits – (Book 4, Merc.): “A neck to toe air-tight loose fitting suit 

constructed of ballistic cloth generally worn open at the neck and wrists, the combat environment suit can 

be sealed by donning gauntlets and a clear flexible plastic head bag, thus giving complete protection 

against most chemical agents, tainted atmospheres, biological agents, and a moderate defense against 

radiation.”  Reduce radiation damage by 1D.  Civilian versions are similar but are not made of ballistic 

cloth and provide little armor.  See the armor section for details.   
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Jet Packs – Jet packs provide 2D6 movement in 0-G and doubled movement (2D6x2) in gravity.  

Jet packs can be used by characters with either Vac Suit skill in space or Battledress skill in gravity.  

Figures using jet packs jump in the same manner as battledress.  The operator pushes a button or lever, 

kicking in the jets and propelling himself through the air to a new location on the game board (roll 8+).  

This action takes two game turns to be completed.  Jet packs can jump 6-24” and give the user a +2 

benefit when shooting in midair and when being shot at.  Jet packs do not hover.  Jet packs cost 250 

credits per each.   

 Grav Belts – (Book 3) Grav belts can only be used in gravity and require a Grav Vehicle skill to 

use.  Similar to Jet Packs (above) except that Grav belts can hover indefinitely. 

Falling Damage – Characters that trip and fall as a penalty for snake-eyes receive 1-2 points of 

damage.  Characters that fall from a height unexpectedly receive 1D damage for every 5 feet (1.5 meters) 

fallen.  Figure building stories at ten feet each (3 meters), so a one story drop is 2D damage (roll 

location).  Characters that jump willingly roll 2D6 (Strength skill): 7+ = -1D damage, 9+ = -2D damage, 

11+ = -3D damage.  For those that are hit by vehicles figure 1D damage for each ton of vehicle per 

20kph; i.e., a six ton car going 40kph would do 8D damage (ouch).  If the character is in a hostile 

environment, determine if the protective suit rips: roll ‘6’ on 1D6 (DMs: +1 per damage die received). 

Normal Climates – each planet is rated for climate which indicates the average temperature of the 

proper season at or near 40 degrees latitude of the planet.  Temperatures will drop as the adventurers go 

north from the equator or higher above sea level, although the exact change in temperature doesn’t always 

follow an exact set of rules.  Once the average temperature is established, changes in temperature and 

weather conditions are described in the Weather Table later in this book (in the Travel and Encounter 

Tables Section).  More information on temperatures can be found in the JTAS #20 article Temperature in 

Traveller page 14 and in the Game Lords environment books. 

Standard Atmospheres 
Vacuum and Trace Atmospheres – require the use of a vacuum suit.  Exposure means death 

within one combat turn (15 seconds).   

Very Thin Atmospheres – require the use of a respirator, but it is not necessary to wear a vacuum 

suit.  A PLSS rack with oxygen tanks must be worn (movement suffers a -2 DM).  Environmental suits 

work very well.  Endurance point losses due to prolonged exposure are described below. 

Thin Atmospheres – will also affect a character’s endurance (Book 1, page 36). 

Tainted Atmospheres – require the use of a filter mask and possibly goggles, but it is not 

necessary to wear a vac suit; environment suits work very well.  Endurance point losses due to prolonged 

exposure are described below. 

Dense Atmospheres – (Book 1, pg 36) the effect of different densities. 
 

Specific Atmo Table   Protection Damage Rate 
Vacuum    Vac suit  death in 1 round (15 seconds) 

Trace atmo   Vac suit  death in 1 round (15 seconds) 

Very thin atmo   Respirators lose 1 End point/15 minutes; no damage, pass out only 

Very thin tainted atmo  Resp.w filters lose 1 End point/10 minutes; 1D damage/24 hours 

Thin Atmo   none  running difficult; lose 1 End point/round; then must rest 

Thin tainted atmo   Filter masks  lose 1 End point/hour; 1D damage/12 hours 

Standard atmo   none   no effect 

Standard tainted atmo  Filter masks  lose 1 End point/30 minutes; 1D damage/6 hours 

Dense atmo   none  no effect 

Dense tainted atmo  Filter masks  lose 1 End point/15 minutes; 1D damage/3 hours 

Very dense   none  very tiring; lose 1 End point/minute; then must rest 

Very dense tainted atmo  Filter masks lose 1 End point/8 minutes; 1D damage/1.5 hours 

Extremely dense   none  very tiring; lose 1 End point/2 rounds; then must rest 

Extremely dense tainted atmo Filter masks lose 1 End point/4 minutes; 1D damage/1 hours 

Very extremely dense  none  very tiring; lose 1 End point/round; then must rest 

Very extremely dense tainted Filter masks lose 1 End point/2 minutes; 1D damage/.5 hours 

Endurance points are regained at the rate of one point per minute. 
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Exotic Atmospheres – (JTAS 17 Exotic Atmospheres); exotic atmospheres will have the same 

pressure and temperature ranges as standard atmospheres; first roll for pressure on the Exotic 

Atmospheric Pressures table.  Then, based on the result, roll for atmosphere content on the Irritant or 

Non-irritant Atmospheres table and, finally, reference the correct result on the Specific Gas Table. 

 
Exotic Atmospheric Pressures 2D 

2 Very Thin, Irritant  6 Standard, Non-irritant  10 Very Dense, Non-irritant 

3 Very Thin, Non-irritant  7 Standard, Irritant  11 Very Dense, Irritant 

4 Thin, Irritant   8 Dense, Non-irritant  12 Occasionally Corrosive (safe atmo 

5 Thin, Non-irritant  9 Dense, Irritant    but rain and water are acidic) 

 

Non-irritant Atmospheres(low concentrations) Irritant Atmospheres (moderate concentrations) 

1 Carbon Dioxide (#1)    1 Carbon Dioxide (Greenhouse Effect) (#2) 

2 Nitrogen (#3)     2 Nitrogen (#4) 

3 Methane (#5)     3 Methane (#6) 

4 Ammonia (#7)     4 Ammonia (#8) 

5 Chlorine (#9)     5 Chlorine (#10) 

6 Sulfur Compounds (#11)    6 Sulfur Compounds (#12) 

 

Specific Gas Table    Protection Exposure Damage Rate    

1 Carbon Dioxide–non-irritant concentra. Respirators  lose 1 End point/hour; 1D damage/6 hours 

2 Carbon Dioxide–irritant concentration Vac/env suits  lose 1 End point/30 minutes; then death occurs 

3 Nitrogen–non-irritant concentration None   no effect 

4 Nitrogen–irritant concentration  Respirators  lose 1 End point/30 minutes; 1D damage/hour 

5 Methane–non-irritant concentration None   no effect 

6 Methane–irritant concentration**  Respirators  lose 1 End point/15 minutes; 1D damage/hour 

7 Ammonia–low concentration  Resp w goggles lose 1 End point/hour; 1D damage/hour 

8 Ammonia–moderate concentration Env suits  lose 1 End point/15 minutes; then death occurs 

9 Chlorine–low concentration++  Env suits  lose 1 End point/30 minutes; then 1D damage/hour 

10 Chlorine–moderate concentration++ Vac suits  lose 1 End point/15 minutes; then death occurs 

11 Sulfur Compounds–mild concentration Filter masks  lose 1 End point/30 minutes; 1D damage/hour 

12 Sulfur Compounds–moderate concen. Resp w filters  lose 1 End point/10 minutes; 1D damage/15 minutes 

** potential explosions due to mix with oxygen/nitrogen combinations ++extremely alien life forms 

 

Corrosive Atmospheres – (JTAS 17) can be the result of extreme temperatures as well as high 

concentrations of exotic gases.  Either will cause eventual failure of protective systems.  Roll on the 

Corrosive Atmospheric Pressures table below for atmospheric pressure.  Then roll on the Corrosive 

Temperature and Low/Hi Temp Gas tables.  The third and final chart shows the protective suit fail times 

per atmospheric pressure.  The first number is for vac suits, the second is for environment suits.  The last 

portion of the table indicates injuries due to unprotected exposure. 

 
Corrosive Atmospheric Pressures 2D 

2 Very Thin, Irritant  6 Standard, Non-irritant  10 Very Dense, Non-irritant 

3 Very Thin, Non-irritant  7 Standard, Irritant  11 Very Dense, Irritant 

4 Thin, Irritant   8 Dense, Non-irritant  12 Occasionally Corrosive (safe 

5 Thin, Non-irritant  9 Dense, Irritant   atmo but rain & water are acidic) 

 

Corrosive Temperatures 1D Temperature *Low Temp Gases **Mod/High Temp Gases 

1 Extremely Low temperature*  -100 to -200°C 1 Ammonia  1 Oxygen-Nitrogen 

2 Low Temperature*   -25 to -100°C  2 Ammonia  2 Carbon Dioxide 

3 Moderate Temperature  -25 to 50°C  3 Methane  3 Nitrogen 

4 Moderate Temperature  -25 to 50°C  4 Methane  4 Chlorine (exotic life) 

5 High Temperature**  50 to 100°C  5 Ammonia-Methane 5 Fluorine 

6 Extremely High Temperature** 100 to 200°C 6 Ammonia-Methane 6 Sulfur Compounds 

 *Suit heaters required; **Suit AC Units required. 
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Corrosive Atmo Pressures V/E Fail times Exposure Damage Rate     

Very thin  32/16 hours lose 1 End point/10 minutes; death in 8 combat rounds 

Thin    28/14 hours lose 1 End point/8 minutes; death in 6 combat rounds 

Standard   24/12 hours lose 1 End point/6 minutes; death in 5 combat rounds 

Dense   20/10 hours lose 1 End point/5 minutes; death in 4 combat rounds 

Very dense  16/8 hours lose 1 End point/3 minutes; death in 3 combat rounds 

Extremely dense  8/4 hours lose 1 End point/2 minutes; death in 2 combat rounds 

Very extremely dense 4/2 hours lose 1 End point/1 minute; death in 1 combat round 

V=vac suit; E=environment suit Combat Armor, Powered Vac Suits, and Battledress triple the fail times 

 
Insidious Atmospheres – (JTAS 17) inevitably cause eventual failure of protective systems.  The 

rate of damage for corrosive atmos is also based on air pressure.  Roll 2D on the chart below to determine 

the atmospheric pressure and gas.  Then reference the suit fail times according to pressure.  Combat 

Armor, Powered Vacuum Suits, and Battledress triple the suit fail time.   

 
Insidious Atmo Pressure and Gas 2D       

2 Trace – hydrogen H2; seeps into vac suits at joints (starships and vehicles ok) 

3 Very Thin – carbon dioxide-sulfur dioxide 

4 Very Thin – chlorine-nitrogen (exotic life forms) 

5 Thin – fluorine-carbon dioxide 

6 Thin – fluorine-sulfur tetrachloride or other sulfur compounds 

7 Standard – hydrogen chloride with seas of hydrochloric acid standard pressure (exotic life) 

8 Dense – hydrogen-oxygen mix – sparks may cause explosions 

9 Dense – fluorine-nitrogen 

10 Very Dense – methane ammonia 

11 Extremely Dense – chlorine-carbon dioxide-nitrogen, extreme high temperatures 

12 Very Extremely Dense – methane-ammonia mix; extreme cold temperatures 

 
Insidious Atmosphere Suit Fail Times Exposure Damage Rate    

Trace   20 hours  death in 10 combat rounds (2.5 minutes) 

  Very thin  16 hours  death in 8 combat rounds (2 minutes) 

Thin   12 hours  death in 6 combat rounds (1.5 minutes) 

Standard   8 hours  death in 5 combat rounds (1-1/4 minutes) 

Dense   6 hours  death in 4 combat rounds (1 minute) 

Very dense  4 hours  death in 3 combat rounds (3/4 minute) 

Extremely dense  3 hours  death in 2 combat rounds (1/2 minute) 

Very extremely dense 2 hours  death in 1 combat round (1/4 minute) 

 

Radiation – high radiation is another form of insidious atmosphere.  Roll for atmospheric 

pressure on the table above, ignoring gas content if desired.  Unless the amount of radiation is specified in 

the adventure, roll 1D3 for the number of radiation dice inflicted by this environment.  The occupant will 

suffer that rate of damage each hour (the protective is suit ok but not the occupant).  Vac suits reduce 

radiation damage by 1D.  

Space Storms - can be another form of temporary insidious atmosphere for trace, very thin, and 

thin atmospheres.  If not detected earlier, the storm is 2D6 minutes away; for some situations characters 

should put on vac suits even if located in pressurized buildings or ships. 
 

Storm Type (2D6 no DMs)          

2-3 = Corrosive gas storm – hull damage; roll 1D6 times on hull table (1D6 damage each hit). 

4 = Radiation storm – radiation sickness: roll 4+ to avoid; automatic w/o vac suit; roll damage a above. 

5-6 = Meteorite shower – 1D6 exterior hits (1D6+6 damage). 

7 = Dust storm – no visuals, scanning, or radio for 1D6x10 minutes; ship off course; 1D6x5 minutes lost. 

8-9 = Space debris – roll 9+ (Dext) to avoid falling debris; or take 1D6 x 1D6 damage. 

10-11 = Ion storm – 1D6 fires at several locations; roll 9+ to extinguish (Mech/Elect skill; 1D6x5min/each). 

12 = Magnetic storm – electronics failure; roll 9+ (Elect skill) to recover once/hour. 
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CHARACTER SHEET     PLAYER NAME_________________ 

 

Name________________  Race__________  Profession_____________  Home World___________ 

Height________  Weight________   Sex________  Age________  Terms________ Credits________ 

Movement:____________ Armor Move DM:______________ Armor Dexterity DM:____________ 

 

ATTRIBUTES        Exp        New        DM         SKILLS  Level Exp New 

Strength________   ________  ________  _______     ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

   Jump__________   ________  ________  ________   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

   Climb_________   ________  ________  ________   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

Dexterity________   ________  ________  _______   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

   Dodge____________  ________  ________  ________   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

   Stealth___________  ________  ________  ________   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

Endurance_______  ________  ________  _______    ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

   Constitution________  ________  ________  ________   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

Intelligence_______   ________  ________  _______   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

   Perception_________  ________  ________  ________   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

   Evade____________  ________  ________  ________   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

   Psionics___________  ________  ________  ________   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

Education________   ________  ________  _______   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

   Learning  _________  ________  ________  ________     ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

   Research  _________  ________  ________  ________   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

Social St. ________   ________  ________  _______   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

   Charisma__________  ________  ________  ________   ____________ _____ _____ _____ 

 Attribute DMs: 2 = -3, 3-4 = -2, 5-6 = -1, 7 = 0, 8-9 = +1, A-B = +2, C-D = +3, E = +4, F = +5, G = +6. 

 

Weapons    Skill    DM   Dam Range Shots  #Clips Reload   Wt Ammo Wt. 

___________________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ________  

___________________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ________  

___________________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ________  

___________________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ________  

Armor Melee Factor:_________  Firearm Factor:_________ Laser Factor:_________  

 

Equipment    Size  Wt      Equipment    Size  Wt      

_______________________ _____ _____   ________________________ _____ _____ 

_______________________ _____ _____   ________________________ _____ _____ 

_______________________ _____ _____   ________________________ _____ _____ 

_______________________ _____ _____   ________________________ _____ _____ 

_______________________ _____ _____   ________________________ _____ _____ 

_______________________ _____ _____   Credits________________________________ 

 

Total Weight carried:_____________________   

       

Movement_______ Wounds:____________ Status: scratch light moderate       severe Killed 

      DM:  ---  -2      -4          -6  --- 
  Species wounds: scratch_______ light_______ moderate_______ severe_______ KIA_______ 

Notes:  
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NPC SHEET UNIT_______________  RACE________________ ALLEGIANCE__________________ 

 Species wounds: scratch_______ light_______ moderate_______ severe_______ KIA_______ 

 

1. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

 

2. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

 

3. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

 

4. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

 

5. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

 

6. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

 

7. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

 

8. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

 

9. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

 
10. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

 
11. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

 
12. Name________________ Rank__________ Armor/helmet_____/_____ Dext DM_______ Move___________ 

Str _____/_____ Dext _____/_____ End _____/_____ Hits______  Scratch   Light    Mod.   Severe   Killed 

Weapons/DMs      Skills_________________________________________ 

Weapons   Dam   Range     Shots      Burst    Reload       Wt          Clips     

__________________  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______ 

__________________  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______ 

__________________  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______ 

__________________  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______ 

__________________  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______ 
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VEHICLE SHEET  UNIT__________________  ALLEGIANCE_________________ 

 

1. Vehicle_______________ TL_________  Crew: Leader_________ Driver_________ Gunner_________ 

Commo_________ Pass________________________  Cargo________________________________________  

Range_________  Speed_________   Off Road_________  Hits: Armor____________  Hits____________ 

Vehicle Damage    Crew Saves Crew Hits     

1-3 pts - Scratch    ----  Leader_____________ hits:_________ 

4-6 – Light, move -1/4*   ----  Driver_____________ hits:_________ 

7-13 – Moderate, move -1/2; wpns -1/2* 4+  Gunner_____________ hits:_________ 

14-20 – Severe, complete shutdown* 5+  Commo_____________ hits:_________ 

21+ - Destroyed (1D6: ‘1’=explode)* 6+  *Cargo (1D6) 4+)  -1/4  -1/2  -3/4  dest. 

Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots  ROF   Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots ROF 

______________ ______ ______ ______ ______    ______________ ______ ______ ______ ______  

 

 

2. Vehicle_______________ TL_________  Crew: Leader_________ Driver_________ Gunner_________ 

Commo_________ Pass________________________  Cargo________________________________________  

Range_________  Speed_________   Off Road_________  Hits: Armor____________  Hits____________ 

Vehicle Damage    Crew Saves Crew Hits     

1-3 pts - Scratch    ----  Leader_____________ hits:_________ 

4-6 – Light, move -1/4*   ----  Driver_____________ hits:_________ 

7-13 – Moderate, move -1/2; wpns -1/2* 4+  Gunner_____________ hits:_________ 

14-20 – Severe, complete shutdown* 5+  Commo_____________ hits:_________ 

21+ - Destroyed (1D6: ‘1’=explode)* 6+  *Cargo (1D6) 4+)  -1/4  -1/2  -3/4  dest. 

Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload   Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload 

______________ ______ ______ ______ ______    ______________ ______ ______ ______ ______  

 

 

3. Vehicle_______________ TL_________  Crew: Leader_________ Driver_________ Gunner_________ 

Commo_________ Pass________________________  Cargo________________________________________  

Range_________  Speed_________   Off Road_________  Hits: Armor____________  Hits____________ 

Vehicle Damage    Crew Saves Crew Hits     

1-3 pts - Scratch    ----  Leader_____________ hits:_________ 

4-6 – Light, move -1/4*   ----  Driver_____________ hits:_________ 

7-13 – Moderate, move -1/2; wpns -1/2* 4+  Gunner_____________ hits:_________ 

14-20 – Severe, complete shutdown* 5+  Commo_____________ hits:_________ 

21+ - Destroyed (1D6: ‘1’=explode)* 6+  *Cargo (1D6) 4+)  -1/4  -1/2  -3/4  dest. 

Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload   Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload 

______________ ______ ______ ______ ______    ______________ ______ ______ ______ ______  

 

 

4. Vehicle_______________ TL_________  Crew: Leader_________ Driver_________ Gunner_________ 

Commo_________ Pass________________________  Cargo________________________________________  

Range_________  Speed_________   Off Road_________  Hits: Armor____________  Hits____________ 

Vehicle Damage    Crew Saves Crew Hits     

1-3 pts - Scratch    ----  Leader_____________ hits:_________ 

4-6 – Light, move -1/4*   ----  Driver_____________ hits:_________ 

7-13 – Moderate, move -1/2; wpns -1/2* 4+  Gunner_____________ hits:_________ 

14-20 – Severe, complete shutdown* 5+  Commo_____________ hits:_________ 

21+ - Destroyed (1D6: ‘1’=explode)* 6+  *Cargo (1D6) 4+)  -1/4  -1/2  -3/4  dest. 

Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload   Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload 

______________ ______ ______ ______ ______    ______________ ______ ______ ______ ______  

 

Wounds: 1-3 pts = scratch; 4-6 = light wound (-2); 7-13 = moderate wound (-4); 14-20 = severe wound (-6); 21+ = 

KIA.  Resist Incapacitation: Endurance 8+; >8 OK; <8 unconscious 1D6r; SE 2D6r. 
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BATTLEDRESS SHEET UNIT___________________  ALLEGIANCE__________________ 

 

1. Suit__________________  Trooper_______________  Rank_________  Armor_____________  

Gravity Move__________  Jump Move__________  Space Move__________  Trooper Hits __________   

Battledress Damage  BD Hits:  Save Trooper Damage DM  
1-3 pts – Scratch     --- 1-3 pts – Scratch  --- 

4-6 – Light, move -1/4    --- 4-6 – Light Wound -1 

7-13 – Moderate, move -1/2; wpns reduced*  4+ 7-13 – Moderate Wound -2 

14-20 – Severe, complete shutdown   5+ 14-20 – Severe Wound -4 

20+ – Destroyed**    6+ 21+ – Severe Wound --- 

Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload   Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload 

______________ ______ ______ ______ ______    ______________ ______ ______ ______ ______  
*energy weapons 1/2 damage strength, ballistic weapons ROFx2; **roll 1D6: ‘1-2’ = weapon/BD explodes;  

 

2. Suit__________________  Trooper_______________  Rank_________  Armor_____________  

Gravity Move__________  Jump Move__________  Space Move__________  Trooper Hits __________   

Battledress Damage  BD Hits:  Save Trooper Damage DM  
1-3 pts – Scratch     --- 1-3 pts – Scratch  --- 

4-6 – Light, move -1/4    --- 4-6 – Light Wound -1 

7-13 – Moderate, move -1/2; wpns reduced*  4+ 7-13 – Moderate Wound -2 

14-20 – Severe, complete shutdown   5+ 14-20 – Severe Wound -4 

20+ – Destroyed**    6+ 21+ – Severe Wound --- 

Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload   Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload 

______________ ______ ______ ______ ______    ______________ ______ ______ ______ ______  
*energy weapons 1/2 damage strength, ballistic weapons ROFx2; **roll 1D6: ‘1-2’ = weapon/BD explodes;  

 

3. Suit__________________  Trooper_______________  Rank_________  Armor_____________  

Gravity Move__________  Jump Move__________  Space Move__________  Trooper Hits __________   

Battledress Damage  BD Hits:  Save Trooper Damage DM  
1-3 pts – Scratch     --- 1-3 pts – Scratch  --- 

4-6 – Light, move -1/4    --- 4-6 – Light Wound -1 

7-13 – Moderate, move -1/2; wpns reduced*  4+ 7-13 – Moderate Wound -2 

14-20 – Severe, complete shutdown   5+ 14-20 – Severe Wound -4 

20+ – Destroyed**    6+ 21+ – Severe Wound --- 

Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload   Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload 

______________ ______ ______ ______ ______    ______________ ______ ______ ______ ______  
*energy weapons 1/2 damage strength, ballistic weapons ROFx2; **roll 1D6: ‘1-2’ = weapon/BD explodes;  

 

4. Suit__________________  Trooper_______________  Rank_________  Armor_____________  

Gravity Move__________  Jump Move__________  Space Move__________  Trooper Hits __________   

Battledress Damage  BD Hits:  Save Trooper Damage DM  
1-3 pts – Scratch     --- 1-3 pts – Scratch  --- 

4-6 – Light, move -1/4    --- 4-6 – Light Wound -1 

7-13 – Moderate, move -1/2; wpns reduced*  4+ 7-13 – Moderate Wound -2 

14-20 – Severe, complete shutdown   5+ 14-20 – Severe Wound -4 

20+ – Destroyed**    6+ 21+ – Severe Wound --- 

Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload   Weapon  Damage  Range  Shots Reload 

______________ ______ ______ ______ ______    ______________ ______ ______ ______ ______  
*energy weapons 1/2 damage strength, ballistic weapons ROFx2; **roll 1D6: ‘1-2’ = weapon/BD explodes;  

Battledress Maneuvers     
Maneuver Req# <required Snake-eyes  Jump Range Chart  

Moving --- NA    Lose turn   Battledress  8+ (+2) 

Jumping 8 Roll scatter  no jump; action wasted Scout   12-48” 

Landing 8 Fall prone crash & roll 2D6”  Command  6-40” 

Bouncing 8 Roll scatter   crash & roll 2D6”  Marauder   6-36” 

Gunning 8 Roll scatter   crash & roll 2D6”  Number in parenthesis is mid-air firing and defense DM. 

Braking 9 Lands     crash & roll 2D6”   
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VEHICLE AND ARTILLERY COMBAT  

 

Vehicle Movement 

Vehicle Gameboard Movement 24”;   Terrain DM’s: Light -6” wood fences, barbed wire, sand 

Moderate -12” stone fences, trenches, streams, mud Difficult -18” vehicles, embankments, rivers brick houses 

Impassable dragon’s teeth, tank traps, cliffs, rivers.   Maneuvering Start, Stop, turn around – move x 1/2  

 

Grenades and Artillery Fire   Firing Modifiers 

Type of Fire  Hit#   Cover     DMs 

House-sized target 8   Target: Incidental cover/light woods +1 

Vehicle-sized target 9    Partial cover/medium woods +2 

Man-sized target  10    Heavy cover/heavy woods  +3 

Blind Fire  ‘12’ (BC)  Firer: Mounted on moving vehicle +1 

Stabilized targeting system -1 (TL 9+)   Indirect Fire   +1 

           Armor (1D6) 

SCATTER (Roll 2D to hit & 1D for scatter direction)  Area Hits (1D6)  No DMs  Penetration 

Fire Scatter  Scatter Direction (1D6)  Mounted 3+   equal = 4+ 

Direct Fire x2  1 = N (straight) 4 = S  Standing  4+   1 less = 5+ 

Indirect Fire x3  2 = NE  5 = SW  Kneeling/incidental cover 5+ 2 less = 6+ 

Directed Fire x2      3 = SE  6 = NW  Prone/partial cover 6+  weapon<=armor 

Blind Fire x4          do 1D6 damage 

 

Hits on Vehicles  (crew saves 1D6)   Hits on Guns (crew saves 1D6)  Crew Saves 

1-3 pts (scratch) – need a new paint job  1-3 pts (scratch) – need a new paint job --- 

4-6 pts (light) – movement less 1/4   4-6 pts (light) – ROF reduced 1 round --- 

7-13 pts (moderate) – move x1/2; wpns reduced* 7-13 pts (moderate) – wpn reduced* 4+ (2D damage) 

14-20 pts (severe) – all functions shut down  14-20 pts (severe) – dysfunction  5+ (3D damage) 

21+ pts (destroyed)**    21+ pts (destroyed)**   6+ (4D damage) 

*energy weapons 1/2 strength, ballistic weapons ROFx2; **roll 1D6: ‘1-2’ = explodes causing 6D damage to 

passengers and crew and its armor rating in a damage radius to items outside of vehicle. 
 

BATTLEDRESS 

Battledress Maneuvers 

Maneuver Req#  Success   <Req#  Snake-eyes    

Moving  na Move   na  lose turn 

Jumping  8 Jump   Roll scatter no jump; action wasted 

Landing  8 Land safely  Fall prone crashes and rolls 2D6” (1D6 damage) 

Bouncing 8 Jump again  Land anyway crashes and rolls 2D6” (1D6 damage) 

Gunning  8 Jump from midair Land anyway crashes and rolls 2D6” (1D6 damage) 

Braking  9 Stop at midpoint  Continue on crashes and rolls 2D6” (1D6 damage) 

 

Jump Range Chart    Battledress Travel Range Chart 
Battledress  8+ (+2*)  Suit Short  Medium  Long         

Scout   12-48”   Scout 1.5k (90mph) 2k (120mph) 2.5k (150mph) 

Command  6-40”   Command 1k (60mph) 1.5k (90mph) 2k (120mph) 

Marauder  6-36”   Marauder .75k (45mph) 1k (60mph) 1.5k (90mph) 

*the # in parenthesis is the mid-air firing and dodge DM. 

 

Hits on Battledress (1D6)     BD Crew Saves 

1-3 pts (scratch) – need a new paint job    --- 

4-6 pts (light) – movement 3/4     --- 

7-13 pts (moderate) – wpn reduced*; move 1/2; no jump  4+ 

14-20 pts (severe) – no weapon or movement   5+ 

21+ pts (destroyed)**       6+ 

*energy weapons 1/2 damage strength, ballistic weapons ROFx2; **roll 1D6: ‘1-2’ = explodes. 
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COMBAT TABLES 
Surprise – 1D6+Tactics/Recon; higher = take first turn; 3 points higher = surprise; same # = simultaneous.  

DMs: Leader’s Tact/Recon skill  Eight or more characters -1 Military experience +1 

  Ten or more animals -1  In/with a vehicle -1  Pouncer animals +1  

 

Random Encounter Range - Roll 2D6 and add the applicable DM: 

Dice Range   Terrain   DM Terrain    DM 

2- =  Close (4”)  Clear, road  +3 Swamp, Bog, Marsh -4 

3-4 =  Short (12”)  Prairie, Plain, Steppes +3 Desert, Dunes, Sand Sea +4 

5 =  Medium (24”)  Rough, Hills, Foothills +2 Maritime Surface  +2 

6 =  Short (12”)  Broken, Highlands +2 Maritime Subsurface -1 

7 =  Medium (24”)  Mountain, Alpine  +3 Arctic   +2 

8-9 =  Medium (24”)  Forest, Woods  -1 City   -4 

10-11 =  Long (36”)  Jungle, rainforest  -2 Building Interior, Cave -5 

12+ =  Very Long (48”)  River, Stream, Creek +1  

 

Initiative - After first turn, roll 2D6 + Dexterity DM beginning with highest; draw weapons 1 action unless moving. 

 

Combat – hit#s are 8+ modified by DMs.  Cover/Range DMs (add to attacker’s hit#): 

Soft cover (smoke, bushes) +1   1/2 hard cover (doorway or half wall) +2 

3/4 hard cover (window or chest wall) +3  Dodge/Evade – add Dodge/Evade skill DM 

Target prone +3; kneeling +2; moving shot +2 Close <4” -2; rifles < 12” -2; one range beyond capacity +2 

 

Ranged Weapon Options Hit number 8.       Armor (1D6) 

Maneuver Effect           Notes      Penetration 

Moving Shot fire while moving  +2 to hit#; moving half (rnd dn) to fire ok  equal = 4+ 

Snapshot fire out of turn  +2 to hit#     1 less = 5+ 

Longshot add 1 extra range  +2 to hit#     2 less = 6+ 

Scope   add 1 extra range  Mechanical: -2 to hit#; Electronic: -3 to hit#  1D6 damage 

Shotguns pellets     -1 to hit#; short range 4D; med range 3D   

Shotguns sawed-off  -2 to hit#; short range only 4D    

Burst Fire 3-4 round bursts  +1D damage (except MGs and SMGs) 

Spray Fire 10 round bursts  +2D damage to single target or targets within 2” radius (Area Hits) 

Panic Fire 20 round clip  +3D damage to single target or targets in 3”radius (Area Hits) 

Reloading change clips  considered to be evading or dodging 

Grenades medium range only hit# 10; direct hits full dam; radius hits half dam (Area Hits) 

 

Hits: double numbers (2-4s, etc.) hit limbs (1/2 dam-dn); boxcars hit head (dam x2); if hard cover 11-12= head. 

 

Wound Hit Results:     Penalties (for Snake-eyes) 1D6: 

Wounds  PC Effect DM NPCs  1 = Trip and fall – weapons/items scatter 1D6” 

1-3 pts (scratch) no effect  ok ok  2 = Drop weapons/items or lose grip 

4-6 pts (light) dazed 1 rnd -1 dazed  3 = Weapon malfunction (broken/jammed) 

7-13 pts (mod) incap 1D6 rnds -2 incap  4 = Attack wildly (roll direction; blades cut self 1-2) 

14-20 pts (severe) uncon 2D6 rnds -4 killed  5 = Hesitate; confused, lose rest of turn 

21+ pts  killed  -- killed  6 = Recover; try again 

 

Morale Check DMs     Morale Check Results (2D) 

 +1 if the unit is an experienced combat unit.   6+ = Morale is fine. 

+DM for Leader’s Leadership skill.    5 = Go prone. 

+2 elite combat unit.     3-4 = Fall back one movement distance 

-1 for each man incap or killed (squads of 1-12 men).  2 = Retreat two movement distances 

-1 for each 2 men incap or killed (sections of 12-24 men). 1- = Panic three movements back (leave wounded 

-1 receiving Heavy Weapons/Artillery fire.    and equipment) 

Resist Take Cover – targets must take cover (lose 1 round); or roll Endurance 8+ to remain in place. 

Resist Retreat – roll Endurance 8+ to remain in place. 

Resist Incapacitation – roll Endurance 8+ remain standing; <8+ incapacitated 1D6 minutes; SE = 2D6 minutes.  


